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Abstract

Business processes are very important for nowadays enterprises. The centralization of business processes requires a supporting IT infrastructure often
arranged as Service Oriented Architecture. Business analysts are modelling
processes on a very high functional level. These functional process models
have to be transferred onto the underlying IT infrastructure, which is arousing problems caused by very time consuming implementation work accomplished by IT experts and inconsistencies between model and implementation. The initial cause for the mentioned problem can be broken down to a
communication problem between business analysts and IT experts which is
often referred to as the Business-IT Divide.
Semantic technologies aim at eliminating this gap by providing a common
communication basis through ontologies. The present work examines the
applicability of semantics in context of Business Process Management by
developing a new method for business process modelling. It further focuses
on the automatic transformation of business process models into the implementation with help of semantic descriptions. The method is validated concerning its usability by an empirical study.
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Introduction

The following chapter introduces the reader in the field addressed by the
present thesis. Therefore, it motivates the reader by highlighting the special
importance of business processes and problems in their application.
Then, the general goals of the thesis are summarized on a very abstract
level.
In the following section the showcase process is presented, which accompanies the reader through the whole thesis.
The chapter is closed by an overview of this thesis.

1.1

Motivation
The competitiveness of an enterprise is determined by three criteria: how
fast can it offer a product, how good the product is, and how cheap it can offer the product [Car04]. Only enterprises fulfilling these goals will succeed
(faster, better, cheaper).
Business processes are nowadays in the centre of attention [Car04] and the
key asset in every enterprise. Business processes determine the procedure
of creation of the product of an enterprise. They are therefore directly affecting the mentioned three criteria and hence the success of the company.
To keep the products of an enterprise fast on market, of good quality and
with a competitive price, the enterprise has to deal with changing market
conditions, like customer demands and competition, which define these values (what is fast, good and cheap). Only if the processes can permanently
be adapted to these changing requirements, the enterprise can stay competitive.
Process management must therefore ensure the efficiency and flexibility of
business processes. Flexibility and efficiency is the key for the survival of an
enterprise.
Information technology becomes more and more important to enterprises.
Although IT is in no way a guarantor for any competitive advantage [Car04],
having no IT will surely cause business failure. The special importance of
business processes and their central role in business management also
leads to a change in architecture of supporting software systems, in which
processes are at the centre of attention [Sch96]. A wide spread paradigm
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and according to Leymann [Ley04] very important to development of future
software systems is Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). A SOA is most
commonly implemented by means of Web Services and process orchestration languages like BPEL (Business Process Execution Language). Therefore, this thesis analyses current methodologies involving those technologies.
Unfortunately, the mentioned IT infrastructure cannot cope directly with the
business process models created by business analysts during discovery and
design phases of business process life cycle. It is therefore necessary that
the modelled business processes are being transformed into executable implementations. This transformation into executable software is accomplished
by software engineers. Hereby, the eminent difficulty lies in the so called
Business-IT Divide [SF03, DvdA04, KHSW05], which separates the business
world from the IT world, and complicates the process implementation. This
divide is due to the very different foci and knowledge backgrounds of business analysts and IT experts on the one hand and different notations on the
other.
The transformed executable process is now executed and analysed by business analysts, which subsequently make changes to the initial process
model if it does not fulfil the requirements. Unfortunately, business analysts
cannot modify directly the executable process as its representation is too
technical for them to understand. Hence, the initial model has to be modified
and consequently also the implementation.
This procedure is very time intense, costly and error prone [SF03, DvdA04,
KHSW05] as human intervention is needed in the transformation from business model into executable process. Due to its complexity, the resulting
software cannot be verified by business analysts anymore and it is not possible to ensure that the initial business intent is actually implemented. A loss
of consistency is often inescapable. The procedure reminds of some kind of
“Chinese Whisper”, in which the starting objective is tampered in each station and a completely different message is received [SF03]. The core cause
for the scenario can be reduced to the general communication problem of
the Business-IT Divide.
In recent years increased endeavours in research of semantic technologies
in context of business applications were made. Core idea is the usage of ontologies, which shall provide a common communication base and therefore
eliminate the cause of the “Chinese Whisper” scenario.
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1.2

Goals of the Thesis
The present diploma thesis is accomplished to analyze the applicability of
semantic technologies in field of Business Process Management (BPM).
Therefore, the current situation in BPM is examined and common procedures
and technologies are highlighted. Furthermore, current research aspects regarding semantic technologies are summarized as well as their concrete visions about their application.
The main part of the thesis is the development of a new method, which extends the present process modelling method by enabling the annotation of
semantic information.
The developed method is validated through empirical evaluation and compared to the state of the art approach.

1.3

Showcase
The work of this thesis was aligned on a real-life industrial process. This
process was developed by Telekomunikacja Polska6 (TP), the leading telecommunication provider in Poland and a research partner of SUPER.
Beside the process model, there were also several dummy Web Service implementations provided, which were modified and extended during the thesis.
The conducted empirical study was based on this business process, as well.

1.3.1

Telekomunikacja Polska (TP)
Telekomunikacja Polska (TP) is the dominant player in Polish telecommunications market. Headquarter of the company is Warsaw, Poland. TP was
founded 1991 and had in beginning of 2007 about 10.6 million fixed-line subscribers including about 1.8 million broadband Internet access subscribers
and about 12 million mobile customers.
In 2005, TP earned revenues of about PLN 18.3 billion (about EUR 5.17 billion) with EBITDA at about PLN 8 billion (about EUR 2.26 billion) and employed about 28.000 people.

6

http://www.tp.pl/
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1.3.2

VoIP Activation Process
In the following section the chosen business process is explained in detail
and its single steps are elaborated. Further, an overview of the different involved IT systems is shown.
The business process describes the business case if a TP customer wants
to activate Voice over IP (VoIP) service. This service enables telephony via
Internet protocol instead through conventional telephone protocols.
The process consists of the following steps:

4

1.

Customer makes a request for VoIP telephony service on the TP web
portal.

2.

The portal system checks if customer exists in customer database. If
not, he is informed about the situation and the order process comes to
a premature end.

3.

The system checks, whether the customer fulfils all requirements for
the desired service. This check includes technical requirements and
formal requirements. The customer must for instance have an appropriate DSL connection (technical) and must not have open bills to pay
(formal). If the customer does not fulfil all requirements, he is informed,
which steps he has to do to get VoIP and the order process terminates.

4.

After successful verification, a new order is created in the system and
detailed information about the desired service, conditions, and pricing
are presented to the customer.

5.

The customer confirms the order or rejects it. In the latter case the order process ends.

6.

After confirming the order, the contract for the customer order is prepared and printed.

7.

At the same time, the system checks whether the customer has already the necessary hardware (live box) to use VoIP. If not, the necessary hardware is prepared for shipping.

8.

If the contract and the optional hardware are ready, it is shipped by a
courier service to the customer. He signs the receipt of the hardware
and the contract. The contract is shipped back to TP.

9.

When the signed contract arrives, it is archived.

1 Introduction

10.

The billing system is informed and the VoIP service is activated. Now,
the order process is successfully completed.

There are five software systems involved in the order process:
1.

The web portal, which serves as a front end to customer and initializes
the order process.

2.

The Customer Relationship Management System (CRM), which takes
care about customer specific issues like managing customer data.

3.

The Order Management System (OMS), which handles all customer
orders.

4.

The Hardware Management System (HWM), which handles all hardware specific topics.

5.

The extern Courier Service, which takes care of exchanging necessary
hardware and documents.

Figure 1 illustrates the VoIP ordering scenario with the involved roles and
software systems.

Figure 1

VoIP Activation Scenario
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1.4

Structure of Thesis
The subsequent part of the present diploma thesis consists of five chapters.
Chapter 2 serves as introduction for the topic of the work. It hereby overviews the state of the art in Business Process Modelling and points out
commonly used methods and technologies. It further summarizes shortcomings and problems in those approaches.
Chapter 3 summarizes the current research towards semantic technologies
and shows the general idea of eliminating the mentioned shortcomings.
Chapter 4 forms the main part of the thesis. It explains which of the identified
problems shall be addressed and shows the idea for the concrete solution.
After, this solution is discussed in detail. This includes the developed method
as well as the necessary software implementations.
Chapter 5 reviews the developed method by means of an empirical evaluation. At first, this chapter elaborates the criteria for selecting the appropriate
type of empirical research method. Then, it explicates the chosen study and
the set up for conduction. The last part of the chapter summarizes and interprets the results of the study.
Chapter 6 finally concludes the results and experiences with respect to the
conduction of the thesis.
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The following chapter shows an overview of common modelling practises in
industry that deal with management of business processes. Especially concerning the modelling of business processes are introduced and widespread
technologies about implementation of processes are presented.
The first part of the chapter points out the conceptual aspects of Business
Process Management while the second part shows the technical aspects.

2.1

Business Level
This section depicts conceptual considerations concerning business processes. This includes especially the modelling and representation of business
processes.

2.1.1

Enterprise Model
Although processes are in the centre of each enterprise a complete business
model requires more than just processes. According to General Systems
Theory [vB76] an enterprise can be considered as an open system consisting of the system core and its elements and relationships between them as
well as the system boundary, which separates the system to its environment.
The core of the system “enterprise” can be divided in structural and behavioural elements. The structure is determined by organizational elements like
hierarchies, functional elements, and data elements. The behavioural aspects of the business are captured by business processes as a part of the
value chain.
This environment outside the system boundary consists of customers, competitors, regulators, suppliers, and the market.
2.1.1.1 ARIS Methodology
A common methodology to capture all necessary aspects of a business
model is ARIS, the Architecture of Integrated Information Systems [Sch96].
Central framework of ARIS is the “House of Business Engineering” (ARIS
HOBE, see figure 2), which expresses the five dimensions of the business
model:
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Figure 2

ARIS House of Business Engineering [Sch96]

• The organizational view describes the business by means of its organizational structure. In this view reside roles and relationships between those
roles (for example hierarchies). Models in this view are for instance organizational charts.
• The data view represents relevant information objects and relationships
between them. Models of this dimension can for instance be represented
by ERM diagrams.
• The function view represents all relevant business functions and activities. These functions are arranged by means of function trees to
represent their relationships.
• The product view describes all products of the enterprise. These products
can be either material or immaterial.
Located in centre of ARIS HOBE is the process view, underlining its importance [KtHvdA03]:
• The process view contains the dynamic aspects of the enterprise. It links
together and integrates the elements of the four static views by means of
business processes. Processes in this view can be modelled by using
Event-Driven Process Chains (see chapter 2.1.1.2).
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Each of those five dimensions consists of the three layers “concept”, “design”, and “implementation”.
• The concept layer provides models that have a long term and pure functional meaning
• The models of design layer deal with realization of these concepts by
software systems, without constituting to any specific technology.
• Finally, the implementation layer consists of concrete implementations of
the design models by means of specific hard- and software.
The relationship of these three layers to the approach of Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is elaborated in detail in chapter 2.3.1.

2.1.1.2 Event-Driven Process Chains
Event-Driven Process Chains [KNS92] (EPC) is a language for business
process modelling, which was developed under supervision of Prof. AugustWilhelm Scheer at Saarland University, Germany in 1992. The EPC language is an accepted industry standard in business process modelling.
EPCs are business oriented. They are in general not suitable for modelling
of executable processes, because of missing implementation specific details
like exception handling. An EPC is an ordered graph consisting of six types
of elements:
• Events describe the state of the process. Events activate business functions. Each EPC starts and ends with at least one event.
• Functions symbolise a certain business activity, which leads to a change
of state and therefore to a certain event. In general, a function is preceded by an event and followed by an event.
• Relations connect functions and events specifying the actual process.
• Operators are used to split or join the control flow. Different operators
like AND, XOR, and OR are available. Operators, relations, events, and
functions together form the control flow of the process model. The EPC
language allows modelling of the most important workflow patterns
[vdAtHKB03]. A detailed discussion of the workflow patterns supported by
the EPC language can be found in [MNN05].
• Organizational Units can be assigned to a function to specify that the
given function is executed by the organisational element. This is known
as human task in other modelling languages.
• Information Objects can be assigned to a function to specify the input
and output data of the given function. The information objects represent
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parts of a logical (conceptual) enterprise data model. Typical elements of
such an enterprise data model are customer, contract and invoice.
The graphical representation of the described element types is shown in figure 3.

Function

Event

AND

XOR

OR

Operators

Organizational Unit

Figure 3

Information
Object

EPC Element Types

Figure 4 and figure 5 show the introduced showcase process modelled as
EPC. The process itself consists only of events, functions and operators.
There is often a rigorous restriction, that EPCs must follow an alternation of
events and functions. Nevertheless, so called trivial events (that is events,
which only confirm the execution of a function) can be disclaimed.
In the rest of the thesis EPCs are used at various points, for instance to describe the developed method. In these illustrations trivial events are often
omitted for reason of clarity.
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Customer VoIP
Order Request
Received

Identify
Customer

Customer Found

Customer Not
Found

Verify Technical
Requirements

Notify Customer

Technical
Requirements
Fulfilled

Technical
Requirements
Not Fulfilled

Verify Formal
Requirements

Notify Customer

Formal
Requirements
Fulfilled

Formal
Requirements
Not Fulfilled

Confirm Order

Notify Customer

Check Customer
Deal for Live Box

Prepare Contract

Customer Has
Already Live Box

Figure 4

Customer Has No
Live Box Yet

TP Showcase EPC 1/2
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p

Customer Has
Already Live Box

Customer Has No
Live Box Yet

Prepare
Hardware

Contract and Optional
Hardware Ready for
Shipping

Send via Courier
Service

Signed Customer
Contract Received

Archive Contract

Activate VoIP
Platform

Activate Billing

Successfully
Completed VoIP
Order

End

Figure 5
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2.1.2

Business Process Management
Business Process Management (BPM) is an approach for continuous improvement of business processes in enterprises. It represents an iterative
procedure of identifying, modelling, documenting, and optimizing business
processes, which can be described by the Deming Cycle (see figure 6, according to [Dem82]). It consists of four steps, which are repeated:

Figure 6

Deming Cycle

Plan:

the actual process has to be planed and modelled according to
the desired objectives

Do:

the modelled process is implemented and executed

Check:

the execution of the process is monitored and the results are
analyzed with respect to differences from planed results

Act:

the cause of deviance is determined and the elapsed steps are
reviewed and adopted before the next iteration

The iterative procedure represents the need for businesses to continuously
adapt their processes to accomplish the permanently changing requirements
of their environment. These changes can have many reasons:
•

Dynamics of the market:
Businesses permanently need to improve time to market due to competition. Therefore, it is necessary to improve and restructure processes like
changing suppliers, outsourcing or automation of specific tasks.
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•

Regulations and compliance:
Businesses have to cope with new laws like Basel II7 or the SarbanesOxley Act (SOX, refer to [otUS02]). It is therefore possibly necessary to
change existing processes to comply with these guidelines.

Although this procedure (Plan-Do-Check-Act) resides on business level and
is in principle not dependent of any underlying information technology, it actually takes place in both layers.
In order to implement an executable business process, the abstract business
model has to be enriched with further technical information and normally be
transformed into another format, which is not understandable anymore for
business analysts. However, the improvement and adoption of the business
process is handled on business level, whereby the corresponding process on
IT level has also to be adopted or even completely recreated. In fact, such a
bipartite approach can harm consistency of model and implementation, as
human intervention is necessary.

2.2

IT Level
The modelled business processes must be implemented in order to be enacted by the company. Thus, there must be a supporting software infrastructure in which the processes can be executed. Typical examples of such supporting software are middleware products of SAP, IBM, Oracle, and Microsoft. This section describes characteristics of those software systems.

2.2.1

Service Oriented Architecture
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) became very popular during the last
years. The term itself is very difficult to define as the core concepts have
been obscured through marketing activities [Rau06] and there are many different and even partially contradicting understandings of the SOA terminology. A common definition for SOA is provided by the OASIS SOA Reference
Model [MLM+06]:
“Service Oriented Architecture is a paradigm for organizing and utilizing distributed capabilities that may be under the control of different ownership domains. It provides a uniform means to offer, discover, interact with and use
capabilities to produce desired effects consistent with measurable preconditions and expectations.”
The definition makes use of the term “capability”. Entities (people or organizations) can have certain capabilities to provide a specific task. Other entities
may have needs, which have to be fulfilled. A service – the central concept of
7
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a SOA – represents a mechanism, which can bring capabilities and needs
together [MLM+06]. Hereby, the entity which has a certain capability is called
service provider and the entity, which has a certain need is called service
consumer. The capabilities provided through a certain service are accessed
through the service interface. In order to use the service, the service consumer needs besides the service interface a service description. The service
provider offers both service interface and service description to the service
consumer.
Figure 7 depicts the dependencies between the single roles. The service registry is no part of the reference model, although it is common in most architecture.

Figure 7

SOA – Roles [CFNO02]

Moreover, the figure visualizes the following procedure:
1.

The service provider publishes its capabilities in form of service interfaces and descriptions in the service registry.

2.

The service customer searches a service, which matches its needs by
means of the service description and interface.

3.

When service consumer found a suitable service, it looks up in service
registry, where the service provider is located. It uses the service interface to access the capabilities of the service provider through the service to fulfil its needs.
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Although the OASIS SOA Reference Model consciously disclaims of mentioning ambiguous attributes in order to provide a more abstract view on
SOA, common SOA implementations can be characterized as follows (see
[Erl07] and [EAA+04], list not complete):
•

Loose coupling
Service interfaces are decoupled by its actual implementation. Therefore,
service consumers do not depend on the service implementation.

•

Location transparency
As service consumers use a service registry to find a specific service of a
service provider, the actual location of the service implementation is hidden to the consumer.

•

Reusability
Services are self-contained with an agnostic functional context. Therefore, they can be reused in many different scenarios.

•

Composability
Services can be composed to realize business processes.

Software systems implementing SOA bring business processes composed of
services in the centre of attention [KL04]. Especially through the “Composability” property, SOA is able to provide the necessary flexibility for Business
Process Management.
Service oriented architectures as defined in OASIS SOA Reference Model
[MLM+06] are in no way aligned with any specific technology. Nevertheless,
many implementations of SOA make use of Web Service technology as described in chapter 2.2, which is often seen as the most important realization
form of SOA. According to Leymann [Ley04] business processes implemented by orchestrated Web Services are the future direction for business
application development.
Nevertheless, aside from Web Services also other technologies like CORBA,
REST, or J2EE can be used to realize a SOA [EAA+04, Fie00].
2.2.2

Common Technologies
When talking about SOA and BPM, there is often a connection to a specific
technology stack, which involves Web Services (on service level) and Business Process Modelling Language (on process level). The following chapters
concentrate on the main aspects of those technologies and summarize especially those facets which are important for this thesis.
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2.2.2.1 Web Services
The W3C8 defines the term “Web Service” as follows [HB04]:
“A Web service is a software system designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in
a machine-processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact
with the Web service in a manner prescribed by its description using SOAPmessages, typically conveyed using HTTP with an XML serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards.”
The two cornerstones of Web Services are the standards WSDL and SOAP,
which are introduced in the following.
SOAP
SOAP is a XML based protocol which defines the interaction of systems by
means of messages in a distributed environment. Besides the structure of
the message, it also defines the way of processing these messages
[BEK+00]. A common scenario is the realization of RPC (Remote Procedure
Calls, refer to [Sri95]) over HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol, see
[FGM+99]).
A typical SOAP message is shown in listing 1. The root element of the message is envelope. This element encapsulates (optionally) the header, which
contains status information and the body, which contains the actual information of the message.
<env:Envelope xmlns:env = http://www.w3c.org/soap-envelope>
<env:Header> ... </env:Header>
<env:Body>
...
</env:Body>
</env:Envelope>
Listing 1

SOAP Message

Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
WSDL is a XML based language for defining interfaces of Web Services. It
was submitted in 2001 in version 1.1 (see [CCMW01]) to W3C but is until
now no official standard. Nevertheless, it is widespread and plays an important role in many industrial projects (de factor standard). The latest version
2.0 of WSDL (see [FL07]) on the other hand was accepted as official standard in 2007 by W3C. The following section overview WSDL 1.1, as it was
used throughout the entire thesis.
8

http://www.w3.org/
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Figure 8 gives an overview of the elements of a WSDL description for a Web
Service.

Figure 8

Structure of WSDL Document [WCL+05]

The structure of a WSDL document can be divided in three main parts
[WCL+05]:
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•

Interface (“what”)
The interface can be seen as the logical part of the WSDL description. It
consists of port types, operations, and messages. A port type consists
hereby of operations, which can itself have input and output messages.
These elements describe what messages a Web Service consumes and
produce and what operations it offers.

•

Access Specification (“how”)
The binding of the WSDL description specifies how to invoke operations
and how to interchange messages of the Web Service by specifying the
required protocols.

•

Endpoints (“where”)
Consisting of the elements ports and services, this section describes the
name of the Web Service and specifies where the messages must be
addresses in order to invoke the Web Service operation.
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2.2.2.2 Business Process Execution Language (BPEL)
The Business Process Execution Language for Web Service (also known as
WS-BPEL, BPEL4WS or just BPEL) is an orchestration language for composing processes out of Web Services. Latest version of BPEL is 2.0 (see
[Bea05]), which is since April 2007 an official OASIS standard. Nevertheless,
this thesis makes use of version 1.1 (see [ACD+03]) as it is more spread and
supported by most orchestration engines.
BPEL is used to model executable business processes. Contrary to EPC, it
provides a more concrete and very detailed technical representation of a
business process. The implemented BPEL processes can be executed by
orchestration engines like Oracle BPEL Process Manager9 or IBM Websphere Process Server10.
BPEL provides various elements to describe the workflow of a process.
These elements are divided in structured activities to model the control flow
and atomic activities, which stand for the interaction with a specific Web Service. To be more precisely, the BPEL process references through the partnerLink to the WSDL file of the Web Service and particularly to its operations to realise the single activities of the process.
Atomic activities are for example:
• Invoke
This activity calls a concrete operation of a Web Service. The WSDL interface of the Web Service is referenced by the partnerLink. The operation
of this interface is identified over specification of the portType and the actual name of the operation. Furthermore, input and output variables are
stated. Listing 2 shows the invocation of operation1, which is available at
portType1 of partnerLink1.
<invoke

Listing 2

partnerLink="partnerLink1"
portType="portType1"
operation="operation1"
inputVariable="input1"
outputVariable="output1"/>

BPEL Invoke Activity

• Assign
Assign activities are necessary to fill the variables of the process. The assign
activity therefore nests one or more copy activities that copy the content of
one variable into another variable.
9 http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/ias/bpel/
10 http://www-306.ibm.com/software/websphere/
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<assign name="assign1">
<copy>
<from variable="var_from" part="part1"/>
<to variable="var_to" part="part1"/>
</copy>
</assign>
Listing 3

BPEL Assign Activity

Examples of structured activities are:
• Sequence
As the name of the activity suggests, the sequence activity is just sequentially executing its nested activities. Listing 1 for instance would invoke consecutively activity 1, activity 2, until activity n.
<sequence>
<!-- activity 1-->
<!-- activity 2-->
...
<!-- activity n-->
</sequence>
Listing 4

BPEL Sequence Activity

• Switch
The switch activity specifies, in which direction the control should carry on.
Listing 5 shows a switch statement. If the condition specified as XPath expression (refer to [CD99]) is evaluated to true, then activity 1 is called,
else the process control is calling activity 2.
<switch name="Switch_1">
<case condition="...">
<!-- activity 1-->
</case>
<otherwise>
<!-- activity 2-->
</otherwise>
</switch>
Listing 5

BPEL Switch Activity

• Flow
BPEL flow activity is used whenever the execution of particular activities
does not depend of a specific order and can be quasi accomplished simultaneously. Listing 6 depicts an example where in a flow the activities 1 to
n can be executed simultaneously. The executions engine if free to determine the exact order.
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<flow name="Flow_1">
<!--activity 1-->
<!--activity 2-->
...
<!--activity n-->
</flow>
Listing 6

2.3

BPEL Flow Activity

Alignment of Business and IT
As BPM addresses the business view on processes and SOA addresses the
technical view, an alignment between both views must take place. This generally includes the transfer of the business process model into an implementation, which is executable on the underlying infrastructure.

2.3.1

Business Process Automation
The field of business process automation generally aims to reduce cost for
business processes by raising the efficiency of certain tasks through automation. With respect to the introduced topic of business process management,
the desired area of automation described here is to reduce the effort for creating an implementation out of the abstract business process model.
In order to better understand the exact procedure of transforming the business process model to an executable implementation the concept of Model
Driven Architecture is used.
Model Driven Architecture (MDA, refer to [OMG03]) is a modelling approach
in computer science aiming on clear separation of functionality and technology. The model is structured in three levels of abstraction, which can be
adopted based on the area of business process modelling as follows:
•

Computation Independent Model (CIM)
Models in this level provide a very abstract view on the process. It is independent of any kind of technology. It represents the business view on
the process. This model is produced by business analysts. That means
that the process model consists of business functions supported by abstract services, but it is not further specified if these abstract service are
later provided by a human or implemented using any kind of software.
The CIM is the basis for the other two models (PIM and PSM) and therefore the foundation for a later technical implementation. Typical modelling
languages in context of business process modelling are EPC (see chapter 2.1.1.2) or BPMN (Business Process Modelling Notation, see
[OMG06]).
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•

Platform Independent Model (PIM)
This model is a refinement of the CIM. It is enriched with general technical details and the model provides already an awareness of software in
general. The PIM is typically created by IT experts but is still abstract
enough, that business analysts can cope with it. The added details are
necessary for a technical implementation but on a very generic level, so
that the model itself is in no way dependent on any specific technology.
For example, the business process model on the PIM level consists of
business functions, which are supported by software services. However,
the model does not contain any details on the implementation technology
used, so it is not said that the software services must be implemented using Web Service technology. This platform independence allows using
the same business process model as a base for different implementations. This is important in enterprise computing, because usually a big
company has many different middleware systems. In such a case having
a platform independent model is an advantage, because different implementations can be derived from this single source. Therefore, the PIM
model is the base for implementation (PSM).

•

Platform Specific Model (PSM)
The PSM is beside the instances the most concrete model. Compared to
the PIM, it is refined in terms of a specific technology platform. For instance, the introduced software services of the PIM are mapped to concrete Web Services (which are specified by WSDL interfaces). The usage
of concrete Web Services includes the clear definition of messages exchanged between the Web Services, as well. The control flow is represented with languages like BPEL or XPDL (XML Process Definition Language, refer to [OMG03]), as EPC or BPMN are not suitable for these
technical descriptions. Although there is tool support for the transformation from PIM to PSM (for example Stein and Ivanov [SBEK07] describe
a semi-automated EPC to BPEL transformation) there is still manual work
necessary to create an executable BPEL process. For example, the mentioned data transformations between the different message types has to
be done manually and also some parts of the control flow have to be further detailed like adding conditions to split and join statements.

As discussed above, the pure functional CIM is firstly transformed to PIM and
then into PSM. Business process automation here aims at lowering manual
effort when creating the PSM out of the PIM. Despite the fact that partial
automatic transformations are available, eliminating manual work is the goal.
As mentioned in the previous section, the business process models are permanently subject of change. Business analysts constantly change the CIM
and PIM models to adapt to the business environment. The underlying implementation (PSM models) must be regenerated each time the CIM or PIM
is changed. In reality, the PIM is the starting point for modifications as it is
abstract enough to be handled by business analysts. Nevertheless, as of to-
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day the transformation from PIM to PSM has still to be done partially manually, which is slow and may harm the consistency of the models.
2.3.2

ARIS SOA Architect
ARIS SOA Architect11 by IDS Scheer AG is a business process modelling
tool supporting multi-user repository based collaborations. The tool is targeted towards the field of Service Oriented Architectures. Processes are
modelled using EPC. Services represented as WSDL interfaces can be selected and assigned to the process [SBEK07]. With help of the build-in transformation algorithm called EPC2BPEL, the EPC can be transformed into an
executable format like BPEL. To do so, services have to be identified in
EPC. Service descriptions are included on the basis of WSDL descriptions
imported in the tool.
2.3.2.1 EPC2BPEL Transformation
The mentioned EPC2BPEL transformation of ARIS SOA Architect enables
the transformation of specially formed EPC processes into a corresponding
BPEL model.
The principle structure of an EPC differs to the structure of BPEL. While EPC
is a graph oriented language with a lot of flexibility to create a control flow,
the desired BPEL process is block oriented. That means that the structure of
a BPEL process is typically of hierarchical nature that does not provide this
flexibility. For the EPC2BPEL transformation this means that the underlying
EPC must fulfil certain requirements in order to be transformable. A detailed
explanation of those requirements is out of scope for the thesis at hand and
can be found in [SI07b, SI07c].
Concerning the VoIP showcase process, the most important restrictions are
for example that every splitting XOR must be joined by a XOR again. The
same holds for splitting and joining AND rules.
Although these requirements mean that not all possible EPCs can be transformed into BPEL, they are usually no restriction to the modelling of an EPC
as they are part of best modelling practices anyway.
The transformation can be sketched as follows12:

11 http://www.aris.com/soa
12 Note that this is a simplified description of the algorithm as it only shows relevant aspects for the thesis and the underlying showcase process. For the full description of EPC2BPEL refer to [SI07c].
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1.

Function

For every function in the EPC process a new invoke activity is created in the
corresponding BPEL process. This invoke statement is after transformation
not complete yet, as for instance the concrete operation is not specified. Figure 9 shows that the functions of the EPC (on the left) are transferred one on
one into BPEL invoke activities (on the right).

Figure 9

EPC Function into BPEL Invoke

2. XOR Block
For every XOR block in the EPC, that means a section of the EPC which
starts with a XOR and ends with an XOR, a new switch activity in BPEL is
created (see figure 10). Note that function1 and function2 in the EPC can be
seen as recursive placeholders for any constructs consisting of functions,
XOR blocks and AND blocks.

Figure 10

XOR Block into BPEL Switch

3. AND Block
Similar to the XOR block, for every AND block (section which starts with an
AND rule and ends with an AND rule) is transformed into a flow activity. This
is shown in figure 11, where function1 and function2 can again be seen as
recursive placeholders.
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Figure 11

AND Block into BPEL Flow

The resulting BPEL process is still quite incomplete as neither the dataflow is
modelled nor decision conditions on control flow branches (splitting XOR
rules) are specified.
2.3.3

Standard Method
A common method, which covers the procedure of modelling a business
process to the point of its implementation in the area of BPM and SOA, is illustrated in figure 12. The following method mostly corresponds to the procedure described in [SI07a] and is actually based on ARIS SOA Architect
(see chapter 2.3.2). However, the method is of significant importance for the
thesis, so it became its own headline.
The single steps of the procedure are described in detail:
1.

Model Business Process

The business analyst models the business aspects of the process. At this
point the process contains pure functional aspects and resides on CIM level.
Goal:

The functional aspects of the business process are modelled

Input:

General description of the process

Output:

Abstract model of the process represented as EPC. This model
only consists of events, functions and operators. Result is an
EPC process as shown in figure 4 and figure 5.

Roles:

Business analyst
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2. Refine Model with Web Services
In this step, the business analyst has to decide, which of the functions of the
EPC can be fulfilled by Web Services. ARIS SOA Architect therefore provides a selection menu, in which all available Web Services are listed. The
business analyst can search in these services by means of different criteria:
• Syntactical data input and output variables of the software service.
Furthermore, also the name of the software service can be used for
service identification.
• Stored textual descriptions and tags of the service. When storing Web
Service descriptions in SOA Architect, it is possible to deposit also textual descriptions or tags that include information about the capabilities
of the Web Service.
Further details about this service selection can be found in [SBEK07]. Despite these criteria it might be impossible for business analysts to make a
decision which Web Service to choose. This can have a few reasons:
• It the textual descriptions are to imprecise or ambiguous.
• If more than one Web Service might fit to the concrete need.
• If there are no tags assigned to the Web Service yet.
These problems take especially effect if there are a lot of Web Service descriptions available. This can make it necessary for the business analyst to
consult the integration engineer, who has deeper knowledge of the capabilities of the Web Services. The resulting process of this step contains already
technical details and resides therefore on PIM/PSM level.
Goal:

It has to be determined, which functions of the EPC can be covered by which Web Service

Input:

Business model of the process, Web Service descriptions

Output:

Process model with assigned Web Services

Roles:

Business analyst, integration engineer

3. Transform Into Executable Process
The refined process model has to be transformed in an executable format.
Therefore, the described EPC2BPEL transformation (see chapter 2.3.2.1) is
applied and creates a corresponding but yet incomplete BPEL representation
of the EPC process. The business analyst or the integration engineer is
hereby just triggering the transformation, as the procedure itself runs automatically. This BPEL process is located on PSM level of MDA.
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Goal:

Transfer the EPC process into a yet incomplete BPEL representation.

Input:

Process model with assigned Web Services.

Output:

Incomplete BPEL representation of process (BPEL closure).

Roles:

Business analyst or integration engineer (just triggering the
transformation)

4. Finalize Executable Process
After running the transformation in step 3, the resulting BPEL code has to be
completed. This code only represents at this moment the basic control flow
with the invocation statements of the identified Web Services. Still missing in
the code is:
• Concrete operation of each assigned Web Service
• Branch conditions for switch activities
• Complete data flow, that is assign and copy activities to map the input
and output messages on each other
• Exception handling
These information has to be manually added by integration engineer, which
is generally tool supported, for instance by IDEs like Oracle JDeveloper13.
Goal:

The BPEL process closure from the EPC2BPEL transformation
has to be filled with the missing implementation specific details.

Input:

Incomplete BPEL process

Output:

Completed BPEL process

Roles:

Integration engineer

5. Deploy BPEL Process
The resulting process can be deployed on application server and is ready for
invocation. This step can be automated, for instance by execution of an Ant14
script and needs only to be triggered.

13 http://www.oracle.com/technology/products/jdev/
14 http://ant.apache.org/
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Goal:

Deploy the final BPEL process on a orchestration engine

Input:

Completed BPEL process implementation

Output:

Successfully deployed process, which can be used productively

Roles:

Integration engineer (just triggers the deployment)

Figure 12
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Standard Method
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Semantic Approaches

The standard method described in chapter 2.3.3 revealed some shortcomings like the difficulty of Web Service selection and much manual work in
process transformation. These problems are well known in current research
and topic of various scientific essays and uncountable research projects. The
core idea of many of these projects is the introduction of semantic technologies.
This chapter provides an overview of the current research concerning semantic technologies. The common basis for all these research projects are
ontologies, which are discussed in chapter 3.2.1.
Semantic Web Services, which are topic of chapter 3.2.2, are founded on ontologies and introduce semantics on service level.
The latest trend copes with semantics on process level and the enrichment
of BPM with semantic technologies. The so called Semantic Business Process Management is examined in chapter 3.2.3.
Chapter 3.3 deals with the technical aspects necessary for the introduction of
the previously described semantic concepts.
Finally chapter 3.4 shows, which of the introduced ideas and identified problem are exactly addressed by the thesis.

3.1

Motivation for Semantic Technologies
As already mentioned in description of the state of the art method in chapter
2.3.3, there are several difficulties when trying to combine the concepts of
the business level with the underlying IT infrastructure. The general cause
can be broken down to a communication problem which separates the business view from the IT view.
This communication problem is founded on the different levels of abstraction
and different languages used on both sides. That is the pure functional view
of the business analysts using EPC to describe the business processes on a
very high level and the technical process implementations by means of BPEL
code on the side of IT experts.
The resulting problem can be divided into two parts as shown in figure 13.
Part one addresses the direction from business level to the IT level (topdown problem), which deals with the transformation of the business process
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model into an executable implementation. Part two of the problem is addressing the opposite direction (bottom-up problem), which copes with querying of the process space [HLD+05, HR07a]. Figure 13 shows that as of today
still manual work is needed to mitigate between both levels. This is known as
the Business-IT Divide.

Figure 13

3.1.1

Business-IT Divide [HLD+05]

Top-Down Problem
The introduced state of the art method for business process modelling shows
the complexity of business process automation. The Business-IT Gap appears especially in step 3 and step 4/5 of the method explained in chapter
2.3.3, which are the assignment of Web Services to the EPC functions and
the transfer of the model into the implementation (compare to figure 13,
“Process Implementation”).
The task of service selection (step 3) places business analysts in the difficult
position to select Web Services and possibly their operation by means of
their syntactic description (WSDL files) or maybe an informal textual description, which are often ambiguous and lack of unified semantics. Business analysts in general do not have wide knowledge in computer science as their job
is to concentrate on business logic. Therefore, this step generally has to be
accomplished with the help of IT experts.
The transformation of the model into the executable process (step 4/5) is indeed partially automated (EPC2BPEL), but leaves still pretty much work
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open for IT experts to finalize the implementation. The reason for this lies in
the used notations on business level like EPC or BPMN. These languages
describe processes from an abstract business point of view. They abstract
from technical details like exception handling or explicit modelling of data
flow. Therefore, these representations in general are not able to provide directly an executable process.
Result is the mentioned lack of automation and a need for IT experts to deal
with service selection as well as the implementation of business processes.
When modifying an existing business process model, the corresponding and
already implemented business process has to be modified. The adapted
model has to be passed to IT department, which starts the software development process. As elaborated in motivation of chapter 1, this practise is
very costly, slow and may result in inconsistent process implementations as
the resulting program cannot be verified by business analysts. Hence, the
desired and necessary flexibility of BPM may suffer.
In terms of the used technology another drawback lies in the design-time
binding of the used Web Services. Although the WSDL description is decoupled from the actual service implementation, the location of the desired
interface has already been specified. This influences directly the reliability of
the system for instance if a Web Service fails.
3.1.2

Bottom-Up Problem
Part two of the general problem is about the direction from IT level to business level (compare to arrow “Query Process Space” of figure 13).
Business analysts often want to monitor and analyze process space of the
enterprise (check and act of Deming cycle, refer to chapter 2.1.2). For example if the average throughput time of all processes involved with raw meat
must be listed. For this task often implicit knowledge is needed, that is not
available in machine readable representation. If for instance a machine is
processing pork it must be known that pork is a sub category of meat.
This makes it necessary to manually check the process space, and to locate
processes dealing with all sub forms of meat, like pork, poultry, beef, and so
on. This procedure is very costly and error prone. For example if the process
space is very big it is likely that some processes might be missed, especially
if not all sub forms are known.

3.1.3

Semantics to Solve Both Problems
The introduction of semantics eliminates the communication problem. This is
accomplished by providing a common communication basis by means of a
unified vocabulary – an ontology (see chapter 3.2.1).
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This communication basis can help to solve the bottom-up problem. Applied
on the meat query example, the ontology explicitly defines all specialized
forms of meat. This makes it possible to automatically consider every relevant process, even if it processes pork.
The focus of this thesis lies in the top-down approach. The subsequent part
of the thesis shows in detail, how semantics can help with Business Process
Automation and to overcome the mentioned shortcoming of chapter 3.1.1.

3.2

Conceptual Aspects
The following section describes the conceptual aspects of semantic technologies. The section first introduces the foundation for semantic technologies. With respect to this foundation, semantic technologies can be divided in
service levels, in which the elementary services are provided and business
process level which orchestrates the services of the service level.

3.2.1

Semantic Basis: Ontologies
Common to all semantic technologies is the same fundamental concept: ontologies. There exist a wide range of definitions for the term ontology (see
[MI96] and [UG96]). A common definition is provided by Tom Gruber
[Gru93]:
“In the context of computer and information sciences, an ontology defines a
set of representational primitives with which to model a domain of knowledge
or discourse. The representational primitives are typically classes (or sets),
attributes (or properties), and relationships (or relations among class members). The definitions of the representational primitives include information
about their meaning and constraints on their logically consistent application.
…”
Gruber also gave a famous short definition of ontology [Gru93]:
"An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization"
The here discussed ontologies are so called domain ontologies, which captures the terminology and relationships of a specific domain. Ontologies describe an explicit and formal conceptualized view on the domain. They describe the entities, their attributes and the existing relationships between
those entities of the domain.
Domain ontologies are closely related with the data models of data bases
and conceptual modelling techniques like ERM (Entity Relationship Model,
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refer to [Che76]) and UML (Unified Modelling Language, see [OMG07]) but
on a higher more abstract and pure functional level, with no technology specific intend.
Goal of an ontology is to provide a common and clearly semantically specified terminology or vocabulary of a specific domain (compare to chapter
3.1.3). Ontologies therefore offer a common communication base. Important
for the field of enterprise computing is the ability that ontologies are machine
readable, which is indirectly covered by the definition (explicit specification).
The procedure of creating ontologies is a difficult undertaking. When creating
an ontology for instance for the domain of a company, there are already
many different, partially overlapping and often imprecise vocabularies, which
have to be combined to a common denominator. Involved in this process are
many different roles and hence different points of view, which need to be
moderated.
There are different formal languages concerning the representation of ontologies. The most popular ones are Resource Description Framework
Schema (RDFS, see [BG04]), Web Ontology Language (OWL, refer to
[MvH04]) and the Web Service Modelling Language (WSML, see
[dBLK+05]). A characteristic of the WSML language is the human readable
syntax, which differs from other languages because it does not have a XML
based syntax.
WSML comes in combination with WSMO (Web Service Modelling Ontology)
and WSMX (Web Service Modelling Execution), which are introduced in
chapter 3.2.2. All further shown ontologies are based on WSML.
Listing 7 shows an extract of the TP ontology used for the showcase process. The ontology consists of various elements such as concepts and their
attributes. For instance, the concept Customer has three attributes hasName,
hasTelephoneNumber, and hasAccount which represent the customer’s
name, telephone number, and account number. Each element can have non
functional properties, which are used to title the element or to provide an informal description. Attributes can either be primitive types like integer, or can
have a concept as type like the attribute hasName of concept Name. Furthermore, WSML supports inheritance. For example, the concept VoipService is a sub concept of TelcoService, which itself extends the general
concept Service.
ontology _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#title hasValue "Polish Telcom Ontology"
dc#language hasValue "English"
endNonFunctionalProperties
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concept Customer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "An abstract notion for so
meone who pays for goods or services."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasName impliesType Name
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "the name of the customer"
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasTelephoneNumber ofType _integer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "a telephone number which
customer pointed for contacts with him"
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasAccount ofType _integer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "arrangement of subscribed
services, payments, profile, etc. to a customer; it is also used for billing purposes;
each customer account must have unique identification number"
endNonFunctionalProperties
concept Service
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "An abstract notion for va
lue provisioning in some domain."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasName impliesType Name
hasID ofType _decimal
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "the name of the service."
endNonFunctionalProperties
isHardwarePrepared ofType _boolean
isActive ofType _boolean
concept TelcoService subConceptOf Service
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "A service in the telcom do
main."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasOptions impliesType _string
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "possible options which may
be chosen by a customer."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasLines impliesType Line
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "a (set of) line(s) dedica
ted to the service"
endNonFunctionalProperties
concept VoipService subConceptOf TelcoService
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "A VoIP service"
endNonFunctionalProperties
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concept Name
forename impliesType _string
surname impliesType _string
Listing 7

Extract of TP Ontology

Elements missing in the example above are axioms, which represent conditions that have to be true all the time and instances. Instances incorporate a
concrete specificity of a concept. An instance of the concept Customer is
shown in listing 8.
instance PeterLustig memberOf Customer
hasName hasValue petersName
hasTelephoneNumber hasValue 4711
hasAccount hasValue 1234
instance petersName memberOf Name
forename hasValue “Peter”
surname hasValue “Lustig”
Listing 8

Exemplary Ontology Instance

As already mentioned, listing 7 provides only a small section of the actual ontology. Ontologies in general can be very comprehensive. Figure 14 shows
the complete TP ontology with all defined concepts. The picture just aims to
illustrate the size of the ontology and the number of concepts, so it is not
necessary to recognize each single concept. This figure was generated using
the graphical visualizer of WSMO Studio (see chapter 3.2.2 for further details
about WSMO Studio).
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Figure 14

3.2.2

Concept Overview of TP Ontology

Semantic Web Services
The general idea of Semantic Web Services is to describe the functionality of
a Web Service semantically. This is accomplished by means of logical expressions and with the vocabulary of the underlying ontology. The Semantic
Web Service then can be found and invoked with help of these semantic descriptions [BLHL01, FLP+06].
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The notion of Semantic Web Services was subject of many European research projects in recent years, like DIP15, ASG16 and SemanticGov17.
All these projects make use of the
Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO)
In the mentioned projects the Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO) (refer to [FLP+06]) was developed and enhanced. WSMO is considered as a
meta model to describe and formalize the various aspects of Semantic Web
Services. All aspects of WSMO are specified using WSML (refer to chapter
3.2.1).
The four main elements of WSMO are:
1.

Ontologies

Ontologies are the key elements of WSMO and the foundation for the Web
Services, Goals and Mediators. They consist of concepts, attributes, relations, axioms and instances as detailed in chapter 3.2.1.
2. Web Services
WSMO Web Services describe a specific service semantically but independent of a concrete implementation. Basis for the description is the ontology respectively their concepts and attributes. Web Services consist of one capability and one interface.
The capability of a Web Service describes necessary preconditions
that need to be fulfilled in order to call upon the service. Furthermore, it defines postconditions, which specify the state of the world after the invocation of the Web Service. Both conditions are specified as predicate logical
expressions.
Listing 9 shows an example of a WSMO Web Service called FormalVerification. It has the precondition that the input variable customer
must be of type TP_Customer and attribute hasCustomerID must be of
type CustomerID. The postcondition of the service is that the passed
customer must have attribute hasVerification specified and the attribute hasVerficationResult of hasVerfication must be true.
15 Data, Information and Process Integration with Semantic Web Services: http://dip.semanticweb.org/
16 Adaptive Service Grid: http://asg-platform.org/
17 SemanticGov: http://www.semantic-gov.org/
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The interface can be divided in Choreography and Orchestration.
Section Choreography is specifying, how the Web Service is being called.
Therefore, it specifies the in- and output variables of the interface. Listing 9
defines one input variable of type FormalVerificationRequest and one
output variable of type FormalVerificationResponse. With help of
grounding (withGrounding) of the input variable it is further determined,
which concrete Web Service implementation has to be invoked if an instance
of type FormalVerificationRequest is being received. The exact procedure is illustrated in chapter 3.3.2.
webService FormalVerification
nonFunctionalProperties
wsmostudio#version hasValue "0.7.2"
endNonFunctionalProperties
importsOntology
_"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
capability FormalVerificationCapability
sharedVariables ?customer
precondition FormalVerificationPrecondition
definedBy
?customer[hasCustomerID hasValue ?cID] memberOf
tp#TP_Customer
and ?cID memberOf tp#CustomerID.
postcondition FormalVerificationPostcondition
definedBy
?customer[hasVerification hasValue ?verification]
memberOf tp#TP_Customer
and ?verification[hasFormalVerificationResult
hasValue _boolean("true")] memberOf
tp#FormalVerification.
interface FormalVerificationInterface
choreography wsFormalVerificationChoreography
stateSignature wsFormalVerificationStateSignature
importsOntology
_"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
in concept tp#FormalVerificationRequest withGrounding
{_"http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/
CRMService?wsdl
#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference(
CRMService/verifyFormalRequirements/in0)"}
out concept tp#FormalVerificationResponse

Listing 9
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3. Goals
Goals describe the need of a service customer. It consists analogue to a
WSMO Web Service of exactly one capability (although the term “need”
would be cleaner, compared to OASIS SOA Reference Model) and possibly
one interface.

Figure 15

WSMO Ontologies, Web Services and Goals

Figure 15 visualizes the relationship between ontologies, Web Services and
Goals described so far. Ontologies serve as basis for the Goals as well as
the Web Services. The connection of Goal to (WSMO) Web Service is indirectly drawn by semantic reasoning, which compares the descriptions by
means of predicate logic. The reference to the concrete Web Service is realized by the grounding as described above.
4. Mediators
Mediators provide a connection between different ontologies, Web Services,
Goals and other mediators. The major task of mediators is to enable communication of partners even if these are using different ontologies to describe
their domain.
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Figure 16

Role of WSMO Mediators

Figure 16 illustrates this. Imagine there is one ontology which is used to define the Goal and another ontology defining the Web Service. As the ontologies and therefore the Goal and the Web Service contain different concepts
and attributes, the semantic reasoner cannot directly identify the Web Service by means of the Goal. The mediator in the scenario mediates between
Goal and Web Service by mapping the single concepts and attributes of both
ontologies.
Mediators benefit to WSMO by providing a lot of flexibility. It can be ensured
that two business partners can communicate with each other although they
are using different ontologies to describe their domain and their Web Services and Goals respectively. Nevertheless, it is on the other hand necessary
to create those mediators, which is additional work to do.
Mediators are not applied during this thesis. Here they are shortly sketched
for the sake of completeness. WSMO also provides different types of mediators, which is out of scope of the present work. For more details refer to
[MC05, MCS+05].
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3.2.3

Semantic Business Process Management
The term Semantic Business Process Management (SBPM) was introduced
by Hepp [HLD+05] in 2005. The general idea is to combine Semantic Web
Service technologies of chapter 3.2.2 with BPM in order to address the topics
of chapter 3. Hepp et al. aim at “raising BPM from the IT level where it mostly
resides to the business level where it actually belongs” [BCD+07, HLD+05,
HR07a] with help of semantic technologies.
Their vision is basis for the European integrated project SUPER18 (Semantics Utilized for Process Management within and between Enterprises).
The goal of SUPER is to provide a consolidated architecture and methodology for Semantic Business Process Management. SUPER tries to cover the
complete Deming Cycle (see chapter 2.1.2) with its methodology and supports it as well as with its architecture. This makes it necessary to provide
support for modelling (plan), execution (do), monitoring (check) and analysis
(act).
There is a large set of ontologies used and developed in SUPER. All these
ontologies are based on the WSML standard. SUPER provides an ontological representation of common process languages like EPC, BPMN, and
BPEL. The corresponding ontologies sEPC, sBPMN, and sBPEL provide a
meta model for the concepts of the mentioned languages (refer to
[BCD+07]).
The central ontology of SUPER is the Business Process Management Ontology (BPMO, see following chapter 3.2.3.1), which subsumes common concepts of the ontologies sEPC, sBPMN and sBPEL and can be seen as an intermediary process representation [BCD+07].
Figure 17 shows the intended process lifecycle in SUPER. On the left,
business process are modelled by means of standard modelling tools like
ARIS SOA Architect. The resulting process model is annotated with semantic
information (“ontological lifting”) and transformed into the intermediary
representation in BPMO and stored in a central repository. Additionally to the
use of traditional modelling tools, SUPER also aims to provide its own tools
for creating BPMO processes like WSMO Studio (see chapter 3.3.1).
The BPMO representations of the processes in the repository serve on the
one hand as source for process space queries (compare to the bottom-up
problem of chapter 3.1.2) and on the other hand for the automatic generation
of executable process implementations (see top-down problem of chapter
3.1.1).
18 Integrated Project SUPER: http://www.ip-super.org/
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Figure 17

SUPER Process Lifecycle [BCD+07]

3.2.3.1 Business Process Modelling Ontology (BPMO)
As elaborated above BPMO subsumes common concepts of process description languages EPC, BPMN, and BPEL. Hereby, it covers the graph
oriented as well as the block oriented workflow patterns of these languages
(refer to [BCD+07]).
The most relevant concepts of BPMO for the underlying thesis and the introduced showcase process are now highlighted.
• Goal Task
A goal task is representing a semantic service of the modelled process. This
service is specified by a WSMO Goal, which is located in attribute hasWSMOGoal. The actual content of the Goal is referenced by its URI and is
stored in a repository of the SUPER architecture. Listing 10 shows an example goal task instance. A goal task can be compared to a BPEL invoke activity.
instance GoalTaskInstance memberOf GoalTask
hasName hasValue "Task"
hasWSMOGoal hasValue "http://example.org/Goal"
Listing 10
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• Sequence
A sequence can be directly compared to the sequence activity of BPEL. It
links elements of the process which are executed one after the other (refer to
listing 11). The elements of the sequence can be goal tasks, again sequences or all other presented elements.
instance SequenceInstance memberOf Sequence
hasOrderedElement hasValue {Element_1,
Element_2,
...
Element_n }
Listing 11

BPMO Sequence

• Exclusive Choice-Merge
Exclusive Choice-Merge instances are used to model decisions in control
flow. Depending on which of the specified condition is true at runtime, the
corresponding branch is executed. These constructs of BPMO can be compared to the switch activities of BPEL. Listing 12 shows an example of an
Exclusive Choice-Merge instance with two branches.
instance ExclusiveChoiceMergeInstance memberOf ExclusiveChoiceMerge
hasConditionalBranch hasValue {ConditionalBranch_a,
ConditionalBranch_b }
instance ConditionalBranch_a memberOf ConditionalBranch
hasBranch hasValue Instance_a
defined_By hasValue "WSMO ConditionExpression a"
instance ConditionalBranch_2b memberOf ConditionalBranch
hasBranch hasValue Instance_b
defined_By hasValue "WSMO ConditionExpression b"
Listing 12

BPMO Exclusive Choice-Merge

• Parallel Split-Synchronize
This BPMO construct is used in process whenever two or more elements can
be executed simultaneously. It is comparable to flow activities of BPEL. Listing 13 shows an example with two concurrent executable branches.
instance ParallelSplitSynchroniseInstance memberOf
ParallelSplitSynchronise
hasConditionalBranch hasValue {ConditionalBranch_a,
ConditionalBranch_b }
instance ConditionalBranch_a memberOf ConditionalBranch
hasBranch hasValue GoalTaskInstance_a
instance ConditionalBranch_b memberOf ConditionalBranch
hasBranch hasValue GoalTaskInstance_b
Listing 13

BPMO Parallel Split-Synchronize
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Figure 18 depicts a small example process modelled in BPMO. It consists of
a sequence of one start event, one goal task, an exclusive choice-merge instance and an end event. The process in figure 18 was created and visualized using WSMO Studio (see chapter 3.3.1).

Figure 18

Example BPMO Process

The corresponding WSML description of the process can be found in listing
14.
ontology processInstanceOntology
nonFunctionalProperties
wsmostudio#version hasValue "0.7.2"
endNonFunctionalProperties
importsOntology
_"http://www.ip-super.org/ontologies/BPMO/20070620#"
instance ProcessInstance memberOf Process
hasName hasValue "ExampleProcess"
hasWorkflow hasValue SequenceInstance
// Main Sequence
instance SequenceInstance memberOf Sequence
hasOrderedElement hasValue {OrderedElement_1,
OrderedElement_2,
OrderedElement_3,
OrderedElement_4 }
instance OrderedElement_1 memberOf OrderedElement
hasOrder hasValue 1
hasElement hasValue StartEventInstance
instance OrderedElement_2 memberOf OrderedElement
hasOrder hasValue 2
hasElement hasValue GoalTaskInstance_1
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instance OrderedElement_3 memberOf OrderedElement
hasOrder hasValue 3
hasElement hasValue ExclusiveChoiceMergeInstance
instance OrderedElement_4 memberOf OrderedElement
hasOrder hasValue 4
hasElement hasValue EndEventInstance
//
instance StartEventInstance memberOf StartEvent
hasName hasValue "Start"
instance GoalTaskInstance_1 memberOf GoalTask
hasName hasValue "Task1"
hasWSMOGoal hasValue "http://example.org/Goal1"
instance ExclusiveChoiceMergeInstance memberOf ExclusiveChoiceMerge
hasConditionalBranch hasValue {ConditionalBranch_2a,
ConditionalBranch_2b }
instance ConditionalBranch_2a memberOf ConditionalBranch
hasBranch hasValue GoalTaskInstance_2a
defined_By hasValue "WSMO ConditionExpression 2a"
instance ConditionalBranch_2b memberOf ConditionalBranch
hasBranch hasValue GoalTaskInstance_2b
defined_By hasValue "WSMO ConditionExpression 2b"
instance GoalTaskInstance_2a memberOf GoalTask
hasName hasValue "Task2a"
hasWSMOGoal hasValue "http://example.org/Goal2a"
instance GoalTaskInstance_2b memberOf GoalTask
hasName hasValue "Task2b"
hasWSMOGoal hasValue "http://example.org/Goal2b"
instance EndEventInstance memberOf EndEvent
hasName hasValue "End"
Listing 14

3.3

Example BPMO Process

Technical Aspects
The introduced conceptual aspects of semantics need to be supported by
software. This affects the creation of semantic documents as well as the actual execution of semantic Web Services. These technical aspects are explained in the following section.
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3.3.1

WSMO Studio
As there are a lot of artefacts to be created, a modelling tool called WSMO
Studio19 was developed. This tool supports the creation of the necessary ontologies, Web Services, and Goals. This is particularly necessary as the writing of the textual WSML files would be very uncomfortable and time consuming. WSMO Studio therefore supports the modeller by providing adapted input forms and a text editor with auto completion and syntax highlighting. The
tool itself is based on Eclipse20 IDE. A screenshot of WSMO Studio is shown
in figure 19.

Figure 19

3.3.2

WSMO Studio

Web Service Execution Environment (WSMX)
WSMX is the official reference implementation for WSMO. It provides an
execution environment for Semantic Web Services described in chapter
3.2.2 and to realize the reference relationships of figure 15. Therefore, it realizes algorithms for:
19 http://www.wsmostudio.org/
20 http://www.eclipse.org/
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• Semantic Service Discovery
• Semantic Service Selection
• Semantic Service Invocation
3.3.2.1 Semantic Service Discovery
Semantic service discovery is used for finding an appropriate WSMO Web
Service for a given WSMO Goal. There are three different strategies implemented to realize service discovery (refer to [KLP+04]). There is one strategy that uses simple string matching algorithms to discovery appropriate
Web Services (keyword-based discovery) and two strategies that use predicate logic for discovery (discovery based on semantic descriptions). Generally, WSMX is starting with keyword based discovery and is then applying
the other strategies on the results as discovery based on semantic descriptions is very time consuming.
3.3.2.2 Semantic Service Selection
After discovering eligible WSMO Web Services, semantic service selection
takes care of selecting one. There are also different approaches available. A
common one is simply selecting the first discovered Web Service. Another
strategy could be the inclusion of non-functional properties of the Web Services in the selection process. Those non-functional properties can be administered in the Goal description as well as in the semantic Web Service description. A possible scenario could be found in the VoIP showcase process.
When the hardware and the contract have to be shipped by a courier service, non-functional properties like price or reliability of the courier could be
adducted. If more then one courier Web Service was found, the one with the
lowest price and the highest reliability would be chosen.
3.3.2.3 Semantic Service Invocation
Having selected a WSMO Web Service description, depending on the usage
of WSMX this Web Service is also invoked by means of semantic instances
that serve as input parameters. For this purpose it uses the provided grounding information included the interface section of the semantic Web Service description (see WSMO Web Service in listing 9 of chapter 3.2.2). The
grounding information is usually attached to the input concepts with the key
word withGrounding (see listing 15):
in concept tp#CustomerIdentificationRequest withGrounding
{_"http://localhost:8080/axis2/services/CRMService?wsdl
#wsdl.interfaceMessageReference(CRMService/identifyCustomer/in0)"}
Listing 15

Grounding Information

Here, the first part of the string (until the #) points to the WSDL location of
the concrete Web Service (http://localhost:8080/axis2/CRMService?wsdl).
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The second part refers to the portType (CustomerIdentification) and
its concrete operation to invoke (identifyCustomer) as well as to the parameter of the operation (in0 specifies the first input parameter).
In order to enable semantic invocation, the semantic input data has to be
transformed into a XML format, which is processable by the Web Service. In
WSMX this is accomplished by so called Lowering Adapters. As WSMX has
still alpha status, at the moment these lowering adapters are realized by
hand through Java code, which have to be manufactured and hard coded for
every Web Service in WSMX. Later versions of WSMX will probably provide
a more comfortable and tool supported way to generate these adapters.

Listing 16

Lowering Adapter

The task accomplished by the lowering adapter of Web Service CustomerIdentification is shown in listing 16.
After the invocation of the concrete Web Service operation, the result has to
be transformed the opposite way into its semantic representation. This is realized in WSMX by means of Lifting Adapters. These adapters are usually
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realized using XSLT [Cla99], as it is the most convenient way and the result
is in a XML format. Alternatively, again a Java based solution is possible.
The work done by lifting adapters is exemplified in listing 17, which shows
the transformation of the response of the invocation of operation identifyCustomer into the output ontology.

Listing 17

3.3.3

Lifting Adapter

SUPER Execution Environment
The software architecture of SUPER is shown in figure 20. The central component is the Semantic Service Bus (SSB), which serves as a backbone for
the resident components.
Connected components are for example essential services that are responsible for transformation or composition of process (see SUPER Platform Services in figure 20) as well as components for modelling and monitoring processes (refer to SUPER Tooling in figure 20). Furthermore, repositories for
storing semantic documents like semantic Web Service descriptions and
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semantic process descriptions are attached to the SSB (SUPER Repositories) as well as components responsible for execution (SUPER Execution).
These execution components can be divided into two levels: the Web Service level covered by Semantic Execution Engine (SEE) and the process
level covered by Semantic BPEL Execution Engine (SBPELEE). In terms of
the SEE, SUPER uses already available semantic execution engines like
WMSX (refer to chapter 3.3.2).

Figure 20

Architecture of SUPER [BCD+07]

The SBPELEE is being developed in SUPER and based on Apache ODE21,
an orchestration engine which is able to process BPEL code. SBPELEE is an
extension of ODE by means of the processing of BPEL4SWS (BPEL for Semantic Web Services). BPEL4SWS itself is the XML representation of sBPEL
and therefore equivalent through a provided automatic transformation. It can
be summarized that SUPER supports only execution of sBPEL processes,
which means that it must provide a transformation from the common and
intermediary format BPMO into sBPEL.
This transformation will be available by the final delivery of SUPER so it can
be assumed for the rest of the thesis that BPMO processes are deployable
and executable on the SUPER SBPELEE (via transformation from BPMO
over sBPEL into BPEL4SWS).

21 http://ode.apache.org/
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3.4

Problems Addressed by the Thesis
The shortcomings mentioned in chapter 3.1 are not covered entirely in this
work. The focus of this thesis lies on the top-down problem described in
chapter 3.1.1, whereas the bottom-up problem of chapter 3.1.2 is not explicitly addressed.
One main topic of this thesis is to enable the usage of semantic technologies
in the area of EPC modelling. Although SUPER basically supports EPCs
through the sEPC ontology it does not make suggestions how to embed semantic annotations in EPC modelling. The thesis therefore should analyze
how and which semantic annotations can be included in order to make use
of the promised benefits of semantics.
The focus hereby lies on the top-down approach eliminating manual work
and improving quality in process lifecycle. This includes on the one hand the
modelling phase in terms of assigning services to the EPC functions. Another important point is the creation of executable code out of this semantically enriched process, which helps to bridge the gap between business
model and implementation.
The straightforward solution would be entirely building upon the SUPER infrastructure. But although SUPER provides a complete execution environment for semantic business processes as well as the possibility to make semantic queries to process space there are a few drawbacks of this solution.
SUPER is at the moment in an early research phase and there is currently
no available software infrastructure. There is currently neither a ready
SBPELEE nor a transformation of BPMO into sBPEL that generates the executable process code. In the final release however the engine and the
sBPEL transformation will be available. In order to support the SUPER platform, the transformation produces BPMO code.
The major drawback of SUPER is its enormous complexity. On the one hand
it provides a complete solution for SBPM on the other hand it introduces a lot
of new ontologies, technologies and software systems. This needs heavy investment into employee training and remodelling existing business processes and semantic descriptions of existing Web Services. Furthermore, existing orchestration engines are not applicable any more as a special one is
needed (SBPELEE). This leads to the problem that there is no possibility for
companies to accomplish a simple migration from their old process infrastructure including the used modelling tools as well as the process and service engines to the environment envisioned in SUPER. Although this approach faces no problem for companies that may start from scratch, this is
especially important as companies made heavy investments into their process environment. This includes the acquired employee competence in this
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area, the running software systems as well as the present process models
and implementations. All these assets might more or less get lost during migration.
Therefore, a more pragmatic solution has to be found that enables a step by
step migration from conventional to semantic processes and supports as far
as possible available software, process models and the method to create
them.
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Solution

The following chapter presents the actual solution of the substantiated problems of chapter 3.4. To make the solution more comprehensible, this chapter
first specifies the general description of the solution followed by a detailed
presentation.
Afterwards, the solution idea is described. Therefore, it is shown first which
requirements and constrains the presented solution has to comply with. The
following sections show in detail of which parts the whole solution consists.
The chapter is closed by a summary of the benefits that result from the solution.

4.1

General Description
During the thesis a method was developed to apply semantic technologies in
context of business process modelling with help of EPCs. The method
makes it possible to enrich semantic annotations to the process model and to
make use of some of the promised benefits of semantics. These annotations
affect especially the assignment of semantic Web Services to the functions
of the EPC process.
Furthermore, the presented solution addresses Business Process Automation and actually tries to overcome the Business-IT Divide [SF03] by enabling
business analysts to model the business process in a form that enables the
automatic transformation of it into an executable representation. This representation does not need to be refined anymore and is directly deployable in
the execution environment.
The solution is integrated in the SUPER architecture, by providing a transformation of the enriched EPC process into BPMO.
Another major focus of the solution is the development of another execution
platform than SUPER. For the reasons explained in chapter 3.4 this alternative execution environment is introduced to avoid the additional complexity of
SUPER. The support of this environment also requires another transformation to transfer the enriched EPC in an understandable format.
The developed solution is finally evaluated in terms of applicability and to
verify the highlighted benefits (see chapter 5).
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4.2

Solution Idea
This section shows the requirements and constraints the solution obeys. Furthermore, the big picture of the concrete solutions is presented as well as the
composition of the different parts.

4.2.1

Requirements for the Approach
The developed solution has to comply with the following requirements and
constraints, which where partially predetermined and partially added to cope
with the enormous complexity of the solution space.
4.2.1.1 Method
A method was developed with respect to the following constrains:
1.

The method has to be based on the standard approach of chapter
2.3.3.

2.

The business model of the process shall be provided in EPC.

3.

The method must contain the possibility to add semantic information to
the process model.

4.

The business analyst must be able to model the process as far as possible. This means the modelled processes should require as little manual work as possible to be executable in the execution environment.

5.

The method should support the idea of dynamic binding of the respective services during runtime.

6.

It should be possible to consider non-functional properties of the services during this dynamic binding.

The provided solution makes use of miscellaneous applications and standards that enable the process modelling as well as the process execution,
for which there are also several constraints:
4.2.1.2 Modelling Tool
1.
As modelling tool, ARIS SOA Architect 7.02 shall be used. It has to be
extended to cover the developed method.
2.
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4.2.1.3 Execution Environments
1.
The semantic enriched process must be usable by the SUPER architecture.
2.

Additionally, an alternative execution environment should be developed.

3.

This alternative execution environment should provide a more pragmatic solution to enable the execution of semantic processes. This solution shall not make a rigorous change in available technology stack
but extend it instead.

4.

Is shall be assumed that the available technology stack is made up of a
standard application server that can deal with Web Services (see chapter 2.2.2.1) as well as an orchestration engine that enables the execution of BPEL processes (see chapter 2.2.2.2).

5.

The extension of the technology stack should only include WSMX

4.2.1.4 Used Standards
1.
As ontology framework WSMO shall be used. WSMO provides WSML
as language to describe the semantic documents. Furthermore, WSMX
has to be used as semantic execution engine.
2.

4.3

On technical level, the common standards WSDL for Web Services
and BPEL on process level shall be applied.

Concrete Solution
The concrete solution consists of several parts:
• Method
In order to benefit from semantics, a method has to be developed, how semantic information are used in the functional modelling process. The method
must include a step to add semantic annotations to the business process
model.
• Adaptation of ARIS SOA Architect
Based on the developed method, ARIS SOA Architect as the used modelling
tool has to be adapted. This extension of ARIS SOA Architect must enable a
business analyst to semantically annotate a business process model based
on the EPC notation.
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• Set up of an Alternative Environment
A conventional SOA environment with a Web Service execution engine and
an orchestration engine cannot handle semantic annotations by default.
Therefore, it is necessary to extend this environment to support semantics.
The central concept that enables the usage of semantic processes in such a
conventional infrastructure is the Semantic Invocation Service (SISi). SISi
can be seen as a proxy Web Service, which takes the semantic information
and passes them to a semantic execution engine.
• Transformations
According to the requirements, two environments have to be supported. That
is SUPER on the one hand and also the alternative environment for a more
pragmatic solution on the other.
Therefore, two transformations have to be developed, which export the process model into the suitable format for the particular environment. The two
transformation approaches are shown in figure 21.
Transformation 1 transfers the annotated EPC process into BPMO to support
SUPER. Transformation 2 produces standard BPEL code, which can be deployed on every standard orchestration engine. This BPEL code makes use
of SISi from alternative execution environment.
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Figure 21

Overall Approach
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4.4

Semantic Method
The following section explains the developed method for applying semantic
technologies in business process modelling in detail.
The developed method consists of two phases. The first phase must take
place before the actual process modelling can start.

4.4.1

Initial Preparation
Before the actual process can be modelled, the basis for semantic enrichment must be created. Figure 22 visualizes this procedure consisting of two
steps.
Ontology Engineer

Software Engineer
Web Services

I.

II.
Describe Web
Services
Semantically

Create Domain
Ontology

Domain
Ontology

WSMO Web
Services

WSMO Goals

Figure 22

Semantic Web
Service Repository

Goal Repository

Semantic Method: Initial Preparation

I. Create Domain Ontology
The domain ontology is the foundation of semantic enrichment of the process
models. It provides the unified vocabulary. The creation of the ontology is
usually carried out by ontology engineers, which are experts of the targeted
domain. Different methods exist to support the ontology engineering step
[GPCFL04]. Result of the creation process is a domain ontology. This step
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only has to be accomplished once, but is usually very complex as it is very
difficult to capture all relevant aspects of the domain. Nevertheless, it can be
necessary from time to time to adapt the ontology, for example due to
changes in domain. Responsible for this step is the ontology engineer which
is consulting various domain experts that have a deep knowledge in the domain.
Goal:

Creating the domain ontology that serves as foundation for all
other semantic descriptions like WSMO Web Services or WSMO
Goals.

Input:

Descriptions of the domain, views/notions of domain experts

Output:

Domain ontology

Roles:

Domain experts, ontology engineer

II. Describe Web Services Semantically
After creation of the domain ontology, the existing (syntactic) Web Services
can be described semantically. This is accomplished by WSMO Web Service
descriptions, in which the functionality of the considered Web Service is
specified by means of preconditions and postconditions (compare to chapter
3.2.2). The resulting document is stored in a WSMO Web Service repository.
Note that the repository only contains the semantic description of the Web
Service, not the implementation itself. The actual Web Services remain on
application servers. This step has to be repeated whenever new Web Services are implemented or changes on existing Web Services are done. Optionally to the creation of the WSMO Web Services also the corresponding
WSMO Goals can be already created. These Goals are stored in Goal repository. The business analysts later assign appropriate services to the EPC
functions on basis of these Goals (see step 2a of chapter 4.4.2). Both
WSMO Web Services and Goals are created by the ontology engineer who
has expertise in domain ontology and the software engineer of the (syntactic)
Web Service who brings along knowledge of its exact capabilities.
Goal:

Provide semantic descriptions for the available Web Services.

Input:

Domain ontology, actual Web Services, (informal) descriptions of
the Web Services

Output:

Semantic WSMO Web Service descriptions and WSMO Goals

Roles:

Ontology engineer, software engineer
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4.4.2

Modelling the Business Process
After the domain ontology, the WSMO Web Services and WSMO Goals are
available the actual process modelling can take place. The full procedure is
shown in figure 23:
1.

Model Business Process

The business analyst models the EPC of the business process as usual and
analogue to chapter 2.3.3. In this step, the process only contains the pure
functional business aspects.
Goal:

The functional business aspects of the process are being modelled.

Input:

General description of the process

Output:

Abstract model of the process represented as EPC. This model
only consists of events, functions and operators

Roles:

Business analyst

2. Semantically Annotate Business Process
This step contains the core idea of the new method. Here, the semantic annotations are added to the business process model. This annotation actually
consists of three steps:
2a. Add Goals
After creating the business process, it is enriched with the WSMO Goal descriptions taken from the Goal repository. Therefore, the business analyst selects an appropriate WSMO Goal for each EPC function. Hereby, the business analyst selects the Goal on basis of:
• The pre- and postconditions of the Goal. These conditions have to be
compared with the desired intention of the corresponding EPC function.
• The input and output instances consumed/produced by the Goal. This
information is especially helpful, when considering the output and input
instances of the preceding and succeeding functions if these are already annotated.
If no matching Goal was found by the business analyst, there are different
possibilities:
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• Maybe a new Web Service implementation has to be created. In this
case both WSMO Web Service and WSMO Goal have to be created,
which can happen independent of the actual Web Service implementation. If the WSMO Goal is ready, the process modelling can be continued.
• Assuming there is a Web Service implementation including the corresponding WSMO Web Service but no corresponding WSMO Goal, and
then only a corresponding WSMO has to be created.
• It could be that a Goal matches in general but not exactly to the need
of the function. For instance if there is the need to buy a train ticket but
a WSMO Goal is only available for buying tickets in general. This Goal
then has to be refined in terms of modifying the pre- and postconditions.
It is intended that business analysts are able to select appropriate Goals on
their own. During the selection of the Goal it is likely that the business analyst has to look at the domain ontology as it describes the concepts of the
domain and relationships among them. Depending on the experience of the
business analyst it can even be necessary to consult the ontology engineer,
who brings expertise in semantic descriptions. The consultancy of the ontology engineer can be inevitable especially if new WSMO Goals and Web Services have to be created.
Goal:

Select for each function of the EPC a matching WSMO Goal.

Input:

EPC process, WSMO Goals, domain ontology as implicit input

Output:

EPC process, which annotated functions

Roles:

Business analyst, possibly ontology engineer

2b. Complete Control Flow
After the step 2a, the annotated EPC process is still missing control flow
conditions of splitting XOR rules. The conditions are WSMO expressions
which are specified by the business analyst. During the creation of this
WSMO expression again the domain ontology can be useful or the ontology
engineer can be consulted in case of doubt.
Goal:

Specify for each splitting XOR rule of the EPC the corresponding
decision conditions.

Input:

EPC process, WSMO condition expressions, domain ontology as
implicit input
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Output:

Annotated EPC process with all relevant condition expressions

Roles:

Business analyst, possibly ontology engineer

2c. Model Data Flow
After the previous two steps, each function of the EPC is assigned to input
and output instances. Furthermore, each splitting XOR rule has an input instance. In this step these instances have to be mapped on each other. To be
more precisely, the output instances have to be mapped on the input instances of succeeding functions.
Goal:

Find for each input instance a corresponding output instance in
order to complete the data flow.

Input:

EPC process, WSMO Goals

Output:

Fully semantically annotated EPC process

Roles:

Business analyst, possibly ontology engineer

3. Transform to Executable Process
After the EPC process was enriched with all necessary semantic annotations, the transformation can be triggered by the business analyst. Depending on the chosen options the transformation algorithm either produces
BPMO or standard BPEL code. The latter code includes consequently calls
of SISi.
Goal:

Automatically transform the enriched EPC process into an executable representation.

Input:

Fully semantically annotated EPC process

Output:

BPMO process or standard BPEL process for alternative execution environment

Roles:

Business analyst (only triggers transformation)

4. Finalise Executable Process
The optimal situation would be that this step can be completely omitted. That
would actually meet the vision of eliminating the Business-IT Divide of
[SF03]. Nevertheless, it may be possible that the transformed process must
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be refined though additional information, for instance concerning the exception handling.
Goal:

Add necessary and yet missing implementation specific details in
the process.

Input:

Uncompleted BPMO or SISi BPEL process code

Output:

Completed BPMO or SISi BPEL process code

Roles:

Integration engineer

5. Deploy Executable Process
Depending on the chosen transformation, the resulting process can be either
deployed into the SUPER environment or on the application server of the alternative execution environment. The process is then ready for execution.
This step can be automated, for instance by execution of an Ant22 script and
needs only to be triggered.
Goal:

Deploy the final process (BPMO or SISi BPEL) into the respective execution environment (SUPER or alternative execution environment).

Input:

Completed BPMO or SISi BPEL process implementation

Output:

Successfully deployed process, which can be used productively

Roles:

Integration engineer (just triggers the deployment)

22 Apache Ant: http://ant.apache.org/
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4.5

Adaptation of ARIS SOA Architect
To provide the solution outlined above, it is necessary that the business analyst can enrich the EPC model of the business process with semantic annotations.
It is further necessary that the annotated EPC can be transformed and exported. As described above, there are overall two transformations to implement. That is one transformation which results in conventional BPEL code
and one which leads to BPMO to support the SUPER infrastructure.
The following section shows how the mechanism to add semantic annotations was implemented as well how the two transformations were realized.

4.5.1

Semantic Annotations
The central artefact that contains the semantic information is the WSMO
Goal. For this artefact there must be an appropriate representation in ARIS
SOA Architect. Additionally, it must be ensured, that the business analyst
can model the data flow and to complete the control flow.
For these tasks, the tool was extended by means of macros. Macros provide
an easy way of extending functionality of SOA Architect on the basis of
JavaScript code [Ecm99], which can be executed without changing the
source code of SOA Architect itself. In essence there are:
4.5.1.1 Add Goal Macro
This macro is executed by business analyst for each EPC function. It enables the selection of WSMO Goals and generates the necessary artefacts.
This macro fulfils step 2a of the semantic method (see chapter 4.4). For this
topic the business analyst selects the function of the EPC and runs the
macro. In the appearing dialog (see figure 24), it is possible to look at the
content of the Goal files and make an informed selection.
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Figure 24

Goal Selection Dialog

The functionality of macro “Add Goal” is illustrated in figure 25. It shows the
result of adding Goal “Goal” of listing 18 to the function. For each input and
output variable of the Goal description a new “Technical Term” object is
added to the model. The name of theses objects assembles through the
name of the variable and the type separated by “::”.

Figure 25

Add Goal

goal Goal
importsOntology
_"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
capability GoalCapability
//... semantic description of the capability
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interface GoalInterface
choreography OrderCreationChoreography
stateSignature OrderCreationStateSignature
importsOntology
_"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
in concept ns#GoalRequest
out concept ns#GoalResponse
ontology GoalInput
importsOntology
_"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
concept GoalRequest
input_1 impliesType InputType_1
input_2 impliesType InputType_2
// ...
input_n impliesType InputType_n
concept GoalResponse
output_1 impliesType OutputType_1
output_2 impliesType OutputType_2
// ...
output_n impliesType OutputType_n
Listing 18

Goal

4.5.1.2 Map Instances Macro
The previous macro generates the data objects of the process. In order to
model the data flow of the process, a mapping of the output instances onto
the input instances must take place. This task is accomplished by macro
“Map Instances” and directly corresponds to step 2c of the developed
method in chapter 4.4. Figure 26 visualizes the functionality. To map output
variable of a preceding function onto the input variable of the currently considered function, one has first to select these variables. Note that the dotted
arrow indicates that the preceding function lies in the control flow somewhere
before the current function but not necessarily directly before. Then, the
macro is executed. The macro creates a new model (visible on the right of
figure 26) in which the relationship of the variables is shown and further links
this newly model with the input variable visible by the small symbol in the
lower right of the variable (see red ellipse in figure 26).
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Figure 26
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4.5.1.3 Add Decision Macro
The EPC process typically includes XOR rules, which represent a split of the
control flow depending of a prior decision. The condition of such a decision
must be specified, which is covered by macro “Add Decision”. This macro is
implementing step 2b of the developed method (see chapter 4.4).

Figure 27

Add Decision

The modeller selects the (splitting) XOR rule and executes macro “Add Decision”. The macro then creates new artefacts. A new function with name “Decision.Of.XOR” with one input variable and an information object is added.
The information object serves as carrier for the condition expression. Initially,
it contains only “INSERT CONDITION HERE”, which must be replaced by
the actual condition expression. The expression itself must be a valid WSMO
expression, for instance “technicalVerificationResult hasValue
true”. The input variable has to be assigned via macro “Map Instances”. At
runtime, the entered condition is verified against the value of this variable.
Additionally to these two objects, the macro also inserts two events “TRUE”
and “FALSE”. When the condition holds at runtime, the path with the “TRUE”
event is being executed otherwise the path with the “FALSE” event.
Note that this procedure currently only enables the execution of binary decisions, as the present work only represents a prototypic implementation and
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the used showcase process can be covered with it. Although principally all
kinds of decision could be covered by nested application of binary decisions,
a general usage would require an extension towards arbitrary decisions for
reasons of modelling convenience.
4.5.1.4 Miscellaneous Macros
Beside the three main macros above, some additional macros where implemented:
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•

Macro “Set as Process Input Instance”. This macro is executed on
an input instance of the EPC process. The macro declares the selected input instance to be the input parameter for the process. This
means that the specified instance has to be passed by the caller if the
process is invoked. This macro is part of step 2c (“Model Data Flow”)
of the semantic method (refer to chapter 4.4.2).

•

Macro “Set as Process Output Instance”. Analogue to macro “Set
as Process Input Instance” this macro is executed on an output instance of the EPC process. This declares the chosen instance to be
an output parameter of the process. The specified instance is then
passed back to the caller after the process was executed. This macro
is also part of step 2c of the developed method of chapter 4.4.2.

•

Macro “Transform Process”. Here, the user can specify which of
the two transformations should be executed. The user can either select “into BPMO” to transform process into its BPMO representation
(transformation 1 of figure 21) or “into SISi BPEL” to transfer the
process into standard BPEL code (transformation 2 of figure 21).
Note, that this macro fulfils exactly the task of step 3 of the developed
semantic method (refer to chapter 4.4.2).

•

Macro “Deploy Process”. Depending on the previously performed
transformation, the transferred process is being deployed on the underlying execution environment. Therefore, the macro produces the
necessary documents and copies them into the environment. If
SUPER is used as execution environment (transformation 1 of figure
21) then a text file with the BPMO process is being generated. If the
alternative execution environment is used (transformation 2 of figure
21), the macro generates various files containing standard BPEL
code and the WSDL interface of the process (do not confuse this interface with the WSDL interface of SISi in chapter 4.7.1.3). The
WSDL interface represents the offered interface of the process used
for invocation (refer to listing 30 for an example). This macro corresponds to step 5 of the developed method (see chapter 4.4.2).
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4.6

Transformations
As explained before, there were two partially different transformations implemented. The first transformation supports the SUPER environment by
producing a process representation in BPMO. The second transformation
aims at creating standard BPEL code, which can be run on every standard
BPEL execution engine. This transformation makes use of the Semantic Invocation Service (SISi), which is characterized in chapter 4.7.
Figure 28 shows the two transformation approaches. Common to both approaches is the usage of the EPC2BPEL transformation (compare to chapter
2.3.2.1), to provide a BPEL process, which provides an initial framework of
the control flow.

Figure 28

4.6.1

Transformation Approaches

Transformation into BPMO
As explained in chapter 3.2.3, BPMO contains graph oriented workflow patterns of EPC as well as block oriented patterns of BPEL. In theory the EPC
process with annotations could directly be transferred into BPMO.
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Nevertheless, the presented transformation here first transfers the EPC into
BPEL (via EPC2BPEL) and then transfers the BPEL code into BPMO (compare to figure 29). The reason for this is that BPEL code is already nearer to
execution and SUPER provides only a transformation of the block oriented
patterns into the executable sBPEL format.

Figure 29

Details of Transformation 1

The transformation was realized using the scripting functionality of ARIS
SOA Architect.
The actual transformation is very straightforward. The algorithm iterates over
the activities of the BPEL process produced by EPC2BPEL. Depending on
which activity is currently considered, there are now different cases. The algorithm is starting on the top level sequence of the BPEL process.
1. Sequence
For each sequence activity the transformation creates also a sequence instance in the BPMO process. The algorithm then iterates through the sequence and processes each activity until end.
2. Invoke
If an invoke activity is found, the algorithms creates a new BPMO goal task
instance. As described in chapter 3.2.3, the attribute hasWSMOGoal of the
goal task needs the URI of the annotated goal. This can be found in the corresponding function of the EPC process (compare to arrow “Embed Semantic Annotations” of figure 29).
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3.

Switch

If a switch activity is found the algorithm is creating a new Exclusive ChoiceMerge instance is created in the BPMO process as well as the ConditionalBranch instances. Furthermore, the conditions have to be specified for
these branches. As explained before, the developed method only supports
binary decisions. The conditions of the branch instances are therefore restricted to the specified condition in the EPC for the TRUE branch and its
negation for the FALSE branch.
Additionally, the algorithm is called recursively for each of the cases of the
switch activity in order to transfer all activities to BPMO.
4.

Flow

If the algorithm detects a flow activity it creates a new Parallel SplitSynchronize instance in the BPMO process and analogue to
switch/Exclusive Choice-Merge also the ConditionalBranch instances are
applied. But in difference to the last step there is no need to specify branch
conditions.
Then, the algorithm is again called recursively for each nested sub activities
of the flow.

The transformation finally results in a text file with the BPMO representation
of the process analogue to listing 14.
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4.6.2

Transformation into SISi BPEL
The implementation of the transformation was also achieved using the scripting functionality of ARIS SOA Architect. It further makes also use of the
above introduced EPC2BPEL transformation (see chapter 2.3.2.1).
The transformation into SISi BPEL corresponds to the lower path of figure
28.

Figure 30

Details of Transformation 2

The annotated EPC serves as a starting point for the EPC2BPEL transformation. This generates an “empty BPEL closure” of the EPC process. In
general it creates for each function an invoke activity and links these activities according to the EPC. Further, it generates for each XOR block and for
each AND block a corresponding “switch” and “flow” activity in the BPEL
process. Further details to EPC2BPEL are described in chapter 2.3.2.1.
This empty closure of the BPEL process has to be extended by means of the
semantic annotations of the enriched EPC process (see “Fill Closure” in figure 30). This information has to be transferred separately from EPC to BPEL
(see bottom arrow of figure 30).
In contrast to the transformation into BPMO, the algorithm used here is more
complex. The filling of the BPEL process closure is aligned onto the alternative execution environment developed in chapter 4.7.
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4.6.2.1 Goals
The Goal descriptions added to EPC functions have to be transferred to the
BPEL process. This task is accomplished as follows:
For each function of the EPC process a global input variable is created in the
BPEL process. At the beginning of the BPEL process a starting assign activity is created. This assign activity copies the Goal descriptions into the right
part of the input variables (part Goal) of the corresponding function. In listing
19 the assign activity “Start.Assign” contains several copy activites. Here,
the first copy activity assigns the textual content of the Goal (that is Goal_1)
attached to function Function_1 to the input variable of this function
(Function_1.InputVar).

<assign name="Start.Assign">
<copy>
<from expression=...Content_Of_Goal_1.../>
<to variable="Function_1.InputVar"
part="Goal"/>
</copy>
...
<copy>
<from expression=...Content_Of_Goal_n.../>
<to variable="Function_n.InputVar"
part="Goal"/>
</copy>
</assign>
Listing 19

Transformation of Goals

4.6.2.2 Functions with 1:1 Instance Mapping
For each function of the EPC process additional BPEL activities must be
created. Figure 31 visualizes the procedure by function “Function”. Note that
this procedure only holds for functions whose input instances are assigned
to exactly one output instance. The next section shows the procedure if there
is more than one output instance assigned to the input instance.
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Figure 31

Transformation of Function with 1:1 Instance Mapping

The transformation generates for each function a total of four BPEL activities
(see figure 31), two assign activities and two invoke activities.
The sequence of the first three activities fulfils the task of mapping the output
instances of the preceding function onto the input instances of the current
function. The invoke activity between the two assigns invokes the map operation of SISi. The detailed description of the functioning of this operation can
be found in chapter 4.7.1.
The content of the first assign statement can be found in listing 20. It contains the necessary copy activities to map the single parts of the output message of the preceding function onto the right parts of the input message of
the considered function.
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Assign.Map.
Function

<assign name="Assign.Map.Function">
<copy>
<from expression="PrecedingGoal"/>
<to variable="Map.Function.InputVar"
part="sourceGoal"/>
</copy>
<copy>
<from expression="outputInstance"/>
<to variable="Map.Function.InputVar"
part="sourceInstance"/>
</copy>
<copy>
<from expression="Goal"/>
<to variable="Map.Function.InputVar"
part="targetGoal"/>
</copy>
<copy>
<from expression="inputInstance"/>
<to variable="Map.Function.InputVar"
part="targetInstance"/>
</copy>
<copy>
<from variable="PrecedingFunction.OutputVar"
part="result"/>
<to variable="Map.Function.InputVar"
part="sourceInput"/>
</copy>
</assign>
Listing 20

Assign.Map.Function

According to the WSML, the instances are represented during runtime as a
textual document and passed as a string between the single activities. The
starting document for the first assign activity is the message part result of
output variable PrecedingFunction.OutputVar of the BPEL invoke activity PrecedingFunction. As not all instances in this variable are required
and the instance names are not necessarily matching, the string is passed
through operation “map”. This operation extracts the necessary instance and
names it according to the requirements of the current function. In listing 20
the source instance has the name outputInstance and the target instance has name inputInstance. Additionally, the name of the WSMO
Goal is passed, as it is needed to form a message which meets the defined
naming conventions of the exchanged WMSL messages (for those conventions see chapter 4.7.2).
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Map.Function

<invoke

Listing 21

xmlns:imp1="http://sisi.externalInterface/"
name="Map.Function"
inputVariable="Map.Function.InputVar"
operation="map"
outputVariable="Map.Function.OutputVar"
partnerLink="SISiPL"
portType="imp1:SISiPortType"/>

Map.Function

After filling the input message of the map operation, its invocation takes
place. The corresponding BPEL code of this invoke activity is shown in listing 21. The output of the map is a message which contains the input instances of the function “Function”, which is correctly named according the
naming conventions. This message now has to be assigned to the input variable of function “Function”. This is accomplished by listing 22.

Assign.Function

<assign name="Assign.Function">
<copy>
<from variable="Map.Function.OutputVar"/>
<to variable="Function.InputVar"/>
</copy>
</assign>
Listing 22

Assign.Function

After the input instances are properly named and assigned to the input variable of the function, the actual invocation can take place. This is achieved by
listing 23.
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Function

<invoke

Listing 23

xmlns:imp1="http://sisi.externalInterface/"
name="Function"
inputVariable="Function.InputVar"
operation="invokeSemantically"
outputVariable="Function.OutputVar"
partnerLink="SISiPL"
portType="imp1:SISiPortType"/>

Function

4.6.2.3 Functions with 2:1 Instance Mapping
If the input instance of the considered function is made up of two output instances, the transformation constructs a marginal different BPEL structure.

Figure 32

Transformation of Function with 2:1 Instance Mapping
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Figure 32 visualizes such a situation where “outputInstance1” and “outputInstance2” are assigned onto “inputInstance” of function “Function”.
The main difference to the previous transformation of function lies in invocation of operation merge instead of map before the actual invocation of the
function (see listing 24).

<invoke

Listing 24

xmlns:imp1="http://sisi.externalInterface/"
name="Merge.Function"
inputVariable="Merge.Function.InputVar"
operation="merge"
outputVariable="Merge.Function.OutputVar"
partnerLink="SISiPL"
portType="imp1:SISiPortType"/>

Merge.Function

As also the parameters of these operations vary, the two assign activities differ as well. The content of these activities can be derived from listing 20 and
listing 22, these are omitted here.
4.6.2.4 Decisions
The transformation further must transfer the splitting XOR decisions of the
enriched EPC process. The principle functioning is depicted by figure 33.
Starting point is the decision construct of the EPC process, which consists of
a preceding decision function (Decision.Of.XOR1) with input variable (Decision.Of.XOR1.InputVar) and the condition expression as well as the actual
XOR block in which the TRUE and FALSE paths are demarked by events.
Transformation 2 has to insert various assign and copy activities as well as
the invocation of the map operation of SISi analogue as during transformation of functions. Note that depending on the mapping of the input variable
(Decision.Of.XOR1.InputVar) is may be also necessary to replace the map
invocation by a merge invocation. Then, also the assign activities have to be
changed which is along the lines of chapter 4.6.2.3.
The assign activity Assign.Map.Decision.Of.XOR1 and the invocation of
Map.Decision.Of.XOR1 are again responsible for bringing the output instances of the preceding function into an input message conform to the naming conventions of chapter 4.7.2. Their content is therefore omitted as it is
analogue to chapter 4.6.2.2.
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Figure 33

Transformation of Decision

The content of Assign.Decision.Of.XOR1 can be found in listing 25. This activity copies the output of operation map as input message of the operation
decide. Additionally, the actual condition expression (“CONDITION
EXPRESSION” on the left of figure 33) is passed as parameter for operation
decide.

Assign.Decision.Of.XOR1

<assign name="Assign.Decision.Of.XOR1">
<copy>
<from variable="Map.Decision.Of.XOR1.OutputVar"/>
<to variable="Decision.Of.XOR1.InputVar"/>
</copy>
<copy>
<from expression="CONDITION EXPRESSION"/>
<to variable="Decision.Of.XOR1.InputVar"/>
</copy>
</assign>
Listing 25

Assign.Decision.Of.XOR1
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When the input message for invocation of operation decide is properly filled,
the invoke activity of listing 26 takes place. The resulting message (Decision.Of.XOR1.OutputVar) contains the Boolean value of the decision.

Decision.Of.XOR1

<invoke

Listing 26

xmlns:imp1="http://sisi.externalInterface/"
name="Decision.Of.XOR1"
inputVariable="Decision.Of.XOR1.InputVar"
operation="decide"
outputVariable="Decision.Of.XOR1.OutputVar"
partnerLink="SISiPL"
portType="imp1:SISiPortType"/>

Decision.Of.XOR1

Depending on this returned value the corresponding case of the following
switch activity is executed (see listing 27). Therefore, the case statements
specify an XPath expression that compares the value of variable Decision.Of.XOR1.OutputVar to the Boolean value true or false. Only the
nested code of the case with the fulfilled condition is being executed.
Switch

<switch name="XOR1">
<case condition=
"http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/03/business-process/
:getVariableData('Decision.Of.XOR1.OutputVar') = true()">
// further code of F2_a
</case>
<case condition=
"http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/ws/2003/03/business-process/
:getVariableData('Decision.Of.XOR1.OutputVar') = false()">
// further code of F2_b
</case>
</switch>

Listing 27
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4.7

Alternative Execution Environment
To circumvent the complexity of the SUPER environment an alternative execution environment had to be developed. Goal was to give support of running
semantic business processes on conventional orchestration engines, which
can only handle standard BPEL code version 1.1. Thus, it is necessary to
make the second transformation (refer to the lower path of figure 21) to produce standard BPEL code, but although consider the semantic information of
the process. There were two possibilities identified to receive standard BPEL
code out of the semantically annotated EPCs.
In the first case the code transformation resolves the semantic dependencies
and produces standard BPEL code. To achieve this, the transformation has
to use a semantic reasoner to discover the semantic Web Service description. This description is used to extract the grounding information of the assigned syntactic Web Service respectively the location of the WSDL file and
the assigned operation. The gathered information is used to assemble the
BPEL file.
A big drawback of this solution is the loss of run time binding of Web Services as the WSDL is directly referenced.
The remaining benefit of the annotated semantics lies therefore in Service
Discovery that can be handled by business analysts. Positive to this approach is the run time speed as semantic discovery process has completely
been carried out at design time.
The second approach keeps the semantic dependencies until runtime and
preserves therefore late binding. Central idea hereby is a proxy Web Service
that is invoked every time in BPEL code, when a semantic Web Service is
requested. This proxy Web Service is called Semantic Invocation Service
(SISi) and is described in detail in chapter 4.7.1.
Negative in this idea is the lower execution speed, as semantic Web Service
discovery and selection process is started with every BPEL activity.
The first possibility provides due to the loss of late binding no good solution.
This problem could be partially solved by triggering a new transformation and
deployment of the EPC process if a new Web Service implementation is
available. Nevertheless, also this solution is not appropriate for instance if
services would change very often.
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According to the loss of dynamic binding the best solution is the second idea
with the described proxy Web Service, which therefore was implemented
during this thesis23.
4.7.1

Semantic Invocation Service (SISi)
The Semantic Invocation Service (SISi) provides the possibility to run semantic business processes on conventional orchestration engines as already
available in environment of the enterprise. SISi serves as a proxy between
the BPEL process and the Semantic Web Service engine.
4.7.1.1 Runtime Invocation Procedure
There were two alternative scenarios identified for the application of SISi
concerning the exchanged data and the underlying semantic software.
Depending on the used semantic software, one must make some difference.
Semantic reasoners are used to identify semantic Web Services by means
of the Goal description. They only cover semantic service discovery and
probably semantic service selection but not semantic service invocation
(compare to chapter 3.3.2). Semantic execution engines like WSMX however can handle all three mentioned tasks.
One has further to distinguish whether the BPEL process should handle semantic data or syntactic data. In the first case, SISi receives data in form of
ontology instances through a textual representation. This data has to be first
transformed into an appropriate syntactic representation in order to serve as
parameter for the actual Web Service operation. In the second alternative,
SISi receives directly syntactical data (that is for instance SOAP messages,
see chapter 2.2.2.1).
Hereby, the semantic reasoner alternative is combined with the variant of
syntactic input data, while the semantic execution engines are ideally composed with the use of semantic input data. The reason for that becomes
clear in the following section.
Note that the current implementation of SISi only supports the combination
semantic execution engine and semantic input data. The usage of semantic
reasoners and syntactic data would further need modifications in the three
macros and in the transformation. The possibility is illustrated for the sake of
completeness.

23 The source code of the Semantic Invocation Service (SISi) is hosted on Google Code and can be obtained under the following URL: http://code.google.com/p/semanticinvocationservice/
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• Usage of Semantic Reasoner
If a semantic reasoner is used, SISi delegates the semantic descriptions to
the reasoner for the discovery process of the Web Service. The invocation of
the resulting Web Services is then completely handled by SISi. The exact
procedure is shown in figure 34.

Figure 34

SISi: Invocation with Syntactic Input Data

Every time the BPEL process reaches an invoke statement, the following
steps are worked off:
1.

The BPEL process is executed on a standard orchestration engine like
Oracle BPEL Server or IBM Websphere. In case a semantic Web Service should be bound during run-time, the request is forwarded to SISi.
SISi is executed on a JAVA servlet container like Apache Tomcat.

2.

SISi receives the semantic discovery request and passes the semantic
Goal description to the semantic reasoner.

3.

The reasoner uses semantic discovery algorithms to find matching semantic Web Service descriptions. The best fitting Web Service description is selected and passed back to SISi.
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4.

SISi uses this semantic Web Service description (WSMO Web Service)
and finds through the contained grounding information the underlying
concrete Web Service implementation. Then, this Web Service is invoked with the data received from the BPEL process as input parameter. Note that this variant requires that SISi becomes syntactical input
data.

5.

The Web Service is executed and the output data returned to SISi.

6.

SISi forwards the output data back to the BPEL process.

• Usage of Semantic Execution Engine
The other alternative is covered by the usage of a complete Semantic Execution Engine (SEE) like WSMX. The difference to the procedure described
above is, that now not SISi is invoking the actual Web Service but the SEE
itself. The order of the single steps therefore differs:

Figure 35
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1.

Again the BPEL process is executed and invokes a semantic Web Service.

2.

SISi receives the semantic discovery request. SISi passes the semantic instance data (input for the Web Service) as well as the semantic
Goal description to the semantic execution engine.

3.

The engine discovers a semantic Web Service with help of the semantic description selects one service and handles also its invocation. As
WSMX is designed to receive ontological instances as input for Semantic Web Service invocation, the SEE now also has to transfer the
instances into a syntactical format like XML. This is in WSMX accomplished by means of lowering adapters (refer to chapter 3.3.2).

4.

After the invocation of the concrete Web Service, the result is passed
back to the SEE.

5.

The SEE transfers the syntactic output data into its ontological representation. In WSMX, this procedure is handled by lifting adapters
(again refer to chapter 3.3.2).

6.

SISi receives the ontological output data of the Web Service and delegates it back to the BPEL process.

For the underlying thesis, only the last usage procedure using semantic execution engines was implemented. There are several reasons for this decision. There are time restrictions on the one hand and the circumstance that
the second procedure has some advantages on the other hand. In fact, the
usage of semantic data simplifies the integration with the developed method
of chapter 4.4. Step 2c of this method requires data modelling based on the
input and output instances from the attached Goals. The usage of semantic
data (in combination with semantic execution engines) allows the direct
transfer of this mapping. However, the usage of syntactic data (in combination with semantic reasoners) would require additional mirroring of this (semantic) mapping onto syntactic data.

4.7.1.2 Architecture
The software architecture of SISi is a classical three layer design [BMR+96]
and is shown in figure 36.
The top layer External Interface Component is exposed to the BPEL process
and accessible via a standard Web Service interface offered as WSDL description. Although at the moment only the Web Service interface is pro-
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vided, this layer provides room for other access possibilities. Details about
this offered Web Service interface can be found in chapter 4.7.1.3.
The middle layer is the Core Component of SISi. The included Controler
Module provides a unified interface for invoking Semantic Web Services.
Hereby, both identified invocation procedures are covered. These are encapsulated in two methods invokeSyntactically and invokeSemantically, which are exposed by External Interface Component.
Method invokeSyntactically carries out the invocation of a semantic
Web Service with a semantic reasoner and syntactic data (see chapter
4.7.1.1, part “Usage of Semantic Reasoner”). It therefore discovers the Semantic Web Service first (accomplished by Semantic Interaction Module, see
figure 36), then extracts the grounding information, and then invokes the
grounded Web Service implementation (covered by Web Service Interaction
Module in figure 36).
Method invokeSemantically implements the second invocation procedure that envisions the usage of a semantic execution engine and semantic
data (refer to chapter 4.7.1.1, part “Usage of Semantic Execution Engine”).
Hereby, it needs to trigger the semantic service invocation of this execution
engine (accomplished by Semantic Interaction Module, compare to figure
36). This method is described more closely in chapter 4.7.1.3.
The bottom layer Semantic Abstraction Component abstracts from the actual
implementation of the used semantic reasoner or semantic execution engine
and provides a unified interface for the overlying Core Component. New semantic engines are plugged by providing a corresponding adapter, which
matches the interface of the semantic engine to this unified interface offered
to Core Component. Currently, SISi implements only a WSMX adapter (see
WSMX Adapter Module of figure 36).
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Web Service Interface
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Architecture of SISi
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4.7.1.3 WSDL Interface
The external way to access SISi is provided in form of a WSDL interface.
The interface contains five operations, which are:
• map
This operation creates the right input instance ontology out of the assigned
output instance. Basis for the operation is the annotation created in the EPC
process through macro “Map Instances” (refer to chapter 4.5.1) on 1:1 instance mapping (see chapter 4.6.2.2). The intent for the operation is to provide a correctly formatted input for the subsequent invocation activity. Figure
37 visualizes the functionality of the operation. It gets the name of the source
instance (instance_x), the name of the source Goal (GoalX), as well as
the desired name of the target instance (instance_y), the desired name of
the target Goal (GoalY) and finally the actual source ontology (ontology
GoalXOutput) as input paramteters. The operation then returns the properly named output ontology (GoalYInput) as shown in figure 37.

Figure 37

Operation Map

• merge
Similar to operation “map”, this operation creates appropriate instance ontology. In contrast to the previous operation, “merge” has two output instances
as source that need to be joined into one ontology that also matches the
naming conventions of chapter 4.7.2. This operation is related to macro “Map
Instances” and is applied if a 2:1 instance mapping (refer to chapter 4.6.2.3)
exists. The operation is depicted in figure 38. Input parameters or operation
“merge” are the instance name of the first ontology (instance_xi), the
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name of the first ontology (GoalX) and the ontology itself as well as the instance name of the second ontology (instance_yj), the name of the second ontology (GoalY) and the actual second ontology. Last input parameter
is finally the desired name of the resulting ontology (GoalZ). The operation
then generates an ontology which contains both instances and formats it according to the naming conventions.

Figure 38

Operation Merge

• decide
Operation “decide” is used to realize decisions in control flow. As elaborated
above, decisions are represented by XOR rules in EPC and by switch activities in corresponding BPEL process. Before every switch activity, operation
“decide” is invoked. This operation receives an instance ontology as well as
a WSMO condition expression as parameters. The operation then checks
whether the condition holds for the passed instances and finally returns true
or false. Figure 39 shows this procedure. Note that the evaluation of the condition expression is currently implemented as a simple string matching algorithm. Nevertheless, it is possible to delegate the evaluation to a semantic
reasoner that calculates the result by means of predicate logic algorithms.
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Figure 39

Operation Decide

• invokeSemantically
The operation “invokeSemantically” fulfils the main task of SISi: the invocation of the Web Service. Each invoke activity of the transformed SISi BPEL
code that corresponds to an EPC function contains an invocation of this operation. The functionality of the operation is shown in figure 40. Input parameters are the WSMO Goal (Goal) and the ontology containing the input
instances (GoalInput). The operation then delegates this information to the
semantic execution engine (here WSMX). The engine uses the Goal for finding an appropriate WSMO Web Service (compare to service discovery and
service selection of chapter 3.3.2). Then, it transfers the input instances into
the XML representation by means of the lowering adapter (see chapter
3.3.2.3). After that, it invokes the grounded Web Service implementation of
the found WSMO Web Service with the XML data as input parameter. The
result is transferred to WSML (lifting adapter, see also chapter 3.3.2.3) and
return to SISi, which delegates it to the caller of operation “invokeSemantically”. The described procedure corresponds exactly to chapter 4.7.1.1 (part
“Usage of Semantic Execution Engine").
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Figure 40

4.7.2

Operation InvokeSemantically

Naming Conventions
The messages that contain in operation invokeSemantically the input
instances as well as the produced messages with the output instances follow
a certain pattern. Listing 28 and listing 29 exemplify these patterns by means
of one input and one output ontology.
The convention appoints that the target namespace for the input and output
ontology have to start with http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/
followed by the name oft he consuming or producing Goal. This means Goal
as this is the name of the Goal in the examples.
namespace { _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/Goal",
tp _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology" }
ontology GoalInput
importsOntology "http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
instance goalRequest
tp#instance_1
tp#instance_2
...
tp#instance_n

Listing 28

memberOf tp#GoalRequest
hasValue instance_1_Value
hasValue ...
hasValue ...

instance instance_1_Value memberOf ...
...

Naming Conventions of Input Messages
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Furthermore, the name of the Goal takes also place in the actual name of
the enclosing ontology followed by Input or Output depending whether
the encapsulated instances are input or output instances.
namespace { _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/Goal",
tp _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology" }
ontology GoalOutput
importsOntology _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
instance goalResponse memberOf tp#GoalResponse
tp#instance_1 hasValue ...
tp#instance_2 hasValue ...
...
tp#instance_m hasValue ...
Listing 29

Naming Conventions of Output Messages

As last convention, all relevant instances of the ontology are referenced by a
main instance, which is named by the Goal plus Request or Response depending on the type of the message (input or output).
WSMX itself makes no restrictions concerning the assembly of the instance
messages. Nevertheless, these conventions make it easier to handle this
flexibility when constructing the lifting and lowering adapters.

4.8

Exemplary Procedure with Showcase Process
This chapter exemplifies the developed method of chapter 4.4 by means of
the showcase process of chapter 1.3.2. The example particularly shows the
method in combination with the alternative execution environment of chapter
4.7.
The showcase VoIP scenario consists of overall three Web Services (compare to chapter 1.3.2):
• CRMService
This service is responsible for all operations concerning the customer. It contains the operations:
• notifyCustomer
• identifyCustomer
• verifyFormalRequirements
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• OMSService
This service contains all operations which are somehow involved when processing an order:
•
•
•
•
•
•

createOrder
confirmOrder
prepareContract
sendByCourierService
archiveContract
activateBilling

• HWMService
This service provides operations concerning hardware specific tasks:
•
•
•
•

verifyTechnicalRequirements
checkForLiveBox
prepareHardware
activateVoIP

The functionality of these operations is straightforward and corresponds to
their names.
Compared to the description of chapter 1.3.2, only these three systems are
relevant for the example. The mentioned portal system is only calling the
modelled process here and the task of the courier service is encapsulated in
operation sendByCourierService of OMSService.

4.8.1

Applying the Method
I.

Create Domain Ontology

The relevant extract of the domain ontology for the showcase can be found
in listing 7.
II.

Describe Web Services Semantically

Each of these Web Services contains different operations. For the application of semantics for each of those operations a corresponding WSMO Web
Service has to be created that describes this operation semantically. There
are overall 13 WSMO Web Service descriptions:
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• CustomerNotification, which is grounded by operation notifyCustomer of CRMService
• CustomerIdentification, which is grounded by operation identifyCustomer of CRMService
• FormalVerification, which is grounded by operation verifyFormalRequirements of CRMService
• TechnicalVerification, which is grounded by operation verifyTechnicalRequirements of HWMService
• OrderCreation, which is grounded by operation createOrder of
OMSService
• OrderConfirmation, which is grounded by operation confirmOrder of
OMSService
• LiveBoxCheck, which is grounded by operation checkForLiveBox of
HWMService
• ContractPreparation, which is grounded by operation prepareContract of OMSService
• HardwarePreparation, which is grounded by operation prepareHardware of HWMService
• CourierService, which is grounded by operation sendByCourierService of OMSService
• ContractArchival, which is grounded by operation archiveContract
of OMSService
• BillingActivation, which is grounded by operation activateBilling
of OMSService
• ServiceActivation, which is grounded by operation activateVoIP of
HWMService
For reason of simplicity the WSMO Goal are named exactly like their corresponding WSMO Web Services.
For the showcase it was further necessary to implement the lifting and lowering adapters of WSMX. These had to be implemented according to chapter
3.3.2.2 for each of the WSMO Web Services to be able to call them semantically.
1.

Modelling the Process

The result of this step is the EPC of figure 4 and figure 5.
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2.

Semantically Annotate Business Process

The three steps of the semantic annotation are only sketched shortly. The
actually Goal annotation, the control flow completion as well as the data flow
modelling is very straightforward. Nevertheless, additional details to these
steps can be also found in the tutorial of appendix I.
2a. Add Goals
During this step the 13 WSMO Goals are assigned to the single functions of
the EPC process. These WSMO Goals are referencing on the WSMO Web
Services and the WSMO Web Services are itself grounded by the operations
of the concrete three Web Services (CRMService, OMSService and
HWMService). For this step macro “Add Goal” (see chapter 4.5.1.1) is being
executed for every assignment.
2b. Complete Control Flow
Here, the branch conditions of the splitting XOR operators in the EPC are attached. In the showcase process, there are overall two splitting XOR operators that need to be refined (see figure 41 and figure 42). Macro “Add Decision” (chapter 4.5.1.3) is responsible for this step.
2c. Model Data Flow
Now, the output instances have to be mapped on the corresponding input instances and the process input and output has to be assigned. Responsible
for these tasks are macros “Map Instances” (see chapter 4.5.1.2), “Set as
Process Input Instance” and “Set as Process Output Instance” (both chapter
4.5.1.4). To mention all mappings would go beyond the scope of this example. The process input instance is “customerName” in figure 41 (red arrow),
while the process output instance can be found in figure 42 (“customerCase”,
green arrow).
3. Transform to Executable Process
After all semantic annotations were added the process can be transformed
into SISi BPEL code, which is accomplished by running macro “Transform
Process” (see chapter 4.5.1) and then choosing “SISi BPEL” as the alternative execution environment shall be supported. This macro carries out the
transformation of chapter 4.6.2.
This results in the corresponding SISi BPEL model of the process which is
shown by figure 43 and figure 44.
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4. Finalise Executable Process
This step can be omitted as the transformed process is completely finished.
5. Deploy Executable Process
The process (SISi BPEL model generated in step 3) can now directly be deployed by means of macro “Deploy Process” of chapter 4.5.1.4. The exposed
WSDL interface of the deployed process can be seen in listing 30. The interface provides only operation execute_VoIP-Order to invoke the process.
This operation receives as input parameter a string with the ontology, which
includes the input instances of the process. The definition of these input instances happened in step 2c by means of the macro “Set as Process Input
Instance”. Accordingly, the process needs an ontology containing instance
“customerName” (red arrow in figure 41) as input. The output message of the
operation also contains a string. This string includes the output instance
“customerCase” (green arrow in figure 42) specified in step 2c with macro
“Set as Process Output”.
<definitions

...
targetNamespace="http://sisi.externalInterface/
name="VoIP-Order-Process"">
<message name="stringMT">
<part name="stringMP" type="xsd:string"/>
</message>
<portType name="processPT">
<operation name="execute_VoIP-Order">
<input message="stringMT"
name="execute_VoIP-Order_Request"/>
<output message="stringMT"
name="execute_VoIP-Order_Response"/>
</operation>
</portType>
...
</definitions>

Listing 30
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VoIP-OrderRequestReceived

customerName::stri
ng
customer::TP_Cust
omer

IdentifyCustomer

CustomerIdentificat
ion

customer::TP_Cust
omer

customer::TP_Cust
omer

formalVerification::F
ormalVerification

technicalVerification
::TechnicalVerific...

Verify-FormalRequirements

Verify-TechnicalRequirements

TechnicalVerificatio
n

FormalVerification

Decision.Of.XOR_V
erification.InputVar

Decision.Of.XOR
_Verification

hasFormalVerificationRe
sult hasValue true AND
...

TRUE

FALSE

customer::TP_Cust
omer

customer::TP_Cust
omer

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

result::boolean

Create-Order

Notify-Customer

CustomerNotificatio
n

OrderCreation

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase
customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

CustomerConfirms-Order

OrderConfirmation

contract::Contract

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

customer::TP_Cust
omer

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

result::boolean

Prepare-Contract

Figure 41

CheckCustomer-Dealfor-Live-Box

Enriched TP Process 1/2
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CheckCustomer-Dealfor-Live-Box

Prepare-Contract

ContractPreparatio
n

LiveBoxCheck

Decision.Of.XOR_H
ardware_Available...

Decision.Of.XOR
_Hardware_Avail
able

hasTechnicalVerification
Result hasValue true

FALSE

TRUE

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase
customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

PrepareHardware

HardwarePreparati
on

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

contract::Contract

Send-viaCourier-Service

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

CourierService

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase
customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

Archive-Contract

ContractArchival

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

customerCase::Cus
tomerCase

Activate-VoIPPlatform

Activate-Billing

BillingActivation

ServiceActivation

VoIP-OrderRequest-Finished

Figure 42
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process

VoIP-OrderRequestReceived-

StartAssign

Assign.Map.I
dentifyCustomer

Map.IdentifyCustomer

Assign.Identif
y-Customer

IdentifyCustomer

Assign.Map.
VerifyFormal-...

Assign.Map.
VerifyTechnical-...

Map.VerifyFormalRequirem...

Map.VerifyTechnicalRequirem...

Assign.Verify
-FormalRequireme...

Assign.Verify
-TechnicalRequireme...

VerifyFormalRequirem...

Assign.Map.
Create-Order

Map.CreateOrder

Assign.Creat
e-Order

Create-Order

Figure 43

VerifyTechnicalRequirem...

Assign.Map.
CustomerConfirms-...

Assign.Merge
.Decision.Of.
XOR_Verifi...

Merge.Decisi
on.Of.XOR_
Verification

Assign.Decisi
on.Of.XOR_
Verification

Decision.Of.X
OR_Verificati
on

Assign.Map.
NotifyCustomer

Map.Custom
er-ConfirmsOrder

Map.NotifyCustomer

Assign.Custo
merConfirms-...

Assign.Notify
-Customer

CustomerConfirmsOrder

NotifyCustomer

Transferred TP Process 1/2
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Assign.Map.
PrepareContract

Assign.Map.
CheckCustomer-...

Assign.Map.
Decision.Of.X
OR_Hardw...

Map.PrepareContract

Map.CheckCustomerDeal-for-Liv...

Map.Decision
.Of.XOR_Har
dware_Avai...

Assign.Prepa
re-Contract

CheckCustomerDeal-for-Liv...

Map.PrepareHardware

Assign.Decisi
on.Of.XOR_
Hardware_...

Assign.Chec
k-CustomerDeal-for-Liv...

PrepareContract

Assign.Map.
PrepareHardware

Assign.Prepa
re-Hardware
Decision.Of.X
OR_Hardwar
e_Available
PrepareHardware

Assign.Merge
.Send-viaCourier-...

Assign.Map.
ArchiveContract

Merge.Sendvia-CourierService

Assign.Sendvia-CourierService

Send-viaCourierService

Assign.Map.
ActivateVoIP-...

Assign.Map.
ActivateBilling

Map.ArchiveContract

Map.ActivateVoIPPlatform

Map.ActivateBilling

Assign.Archiv
e-Contract

Assign.Activa
te-VoIPPlatform

Assign.Activa
te-Billing

ActivateVoIPPlatform

ActivateBilling

ArchiveContract

StopAssign

VoIP-OrderRequestFinished

process

Figure 44
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4.8.2

Runtime Scenario
The runtime scenario with the involved software systems and the distribution
of the single artefacts is shown in figure 45. The three application Web Services (CRMService, OMSService and HWMService) as well as SISi are deployed on an Apache Tomcat server. The modelled showcase process is
deployed on an Oracle BPEL Process Manager server. The semantic backbone is formed by WSMX. It includes a WSMO Web Service repository,
where the 13 WSMO Web Service descriptions are stored and further contains the corresponding Lifting and Lowering Adapters to these descriptions.
Note that the WSMO Goal descriptions, which reference to the WSMO Web
Services (see figure 15), are included in the SISi BPEL code of the showcase process.

Figure 45

Showcase Scenario Systems

The invocation procedure of the showcase procedure follows exactly the description of chapter 4.7.1.1.
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4.9

Benefits
The following chapter is separated as follow: first the general benefits due to
the usage of the developed method are summarized. Then, the benefits depending on the used semantic infrastructure (SUPER or the developed alternative environment) are shown. The first part hereby contains particularly
benefits which are common to both infrastructures while the two other parts
respond to the characteristic benefits of the respective environment.

4.9.1

General Benefits
The developed method provides three principle advantages, namely:
• Service Selection
Service selection denominates step 2 of the standard method (see chapter
2.3.3) and respectively step 2a of the semantic method (refer to chapter 4.4).
This step requires in the standard method possibly the examination of technical details of the considered service by the business analyst or in case of
doubt the consultation of the integration engineer. In the new semantic
method however the needs for the service are described on a pure functional
level without any technical details (WSMO Goals). Although the business
analyst needs knowledge in the domain ontology to be able to properly select
a service by means of these Goals, this makes in general no additional requirement on the business analyst as it is anyhow reasonable for him to
know his domain very well. Therefore, the business analyst should be able to
select the desired Goal for the considered function of the EPC out of the repository or to refine a general Goal to match his specific needs. Nevertheless, it is indeed necessary for the business analyst to get familiar with
WSML and the logical representation of the pre- and postconditions of the
WSMO Goals. He must be at least able to understand these descriptions and
he is in the ideal case also capable of specify a Goal on his own. In cases of
doubt he must consult the ontology engineer, who brings a deep knowledge
in these areas.
But even if the business analyst should need the help of the ontology engineer the new method has still the advantage that everything happens on a
pure functional business level without any involvement of the technical Web
Service.
• Full Process Modelling on Business Level
The developed method allows modelling of business processes on a pure
functional level. The whole process can be modelled completely in one tool
and in one diagram. This affects the complete control flow as well as data
flow modelling. The method abstracts during the modelling phase entirely
from technical details of the underlying software services.
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• Process Transformation
After the modelled process contains already all details about control and
data flow, it can be automatically transformed into an executable representation. This representation in general only requires little manual work (for instance in terms of exception handling) to be finished and ready to use. In
terms of the showcase process it is actually possible that the process model
can be completely automatically transformed, deployed and directly executed, admittedly due to the fact that exception handling is not being considered. Compared to the standard method this reduces manual work significantly as here is still a lot of effort necessary for rounding off the transferred
BPEL process (incomplete control flow, missing data flow, and missing exception handling), which has to be accomplished by an integration engineer.
The method can therefore help to ensure consistency of business model and
executable process, as less manual work is necessary. Furthermore, it enables faster reaction on changing requirements as modification have mainly
to be accomplished on business model and the implementation is for the
most part auto generated.
• Service Binding
During the modelling phase of the developed semantic method the business
analyst assigns WSMO Goals to the functions. These Goals can be considered as a reference of the actual Web Service, which stands in contrast to
the standard method in which services are hard wired to the EPC functions.
The actual resolution of these Web Service references (Goals) happens at
runtime through the SEE (for instance WSMX, see chapter 3.2.3). This fact
introduces some additional reliability and flexibility as for example failed Web
Services can be dynamically replaced. Furthermore, this enables the consideration of non functional or quality properties of Web Services during service
selection (refer to chapter 3.3.2.2)
4.9.2

Benefits of SUPER
The provided solution supports SUPER, which provides a consolidated environment for SBPM. The created BPMO can be deployed in the central repository of SUPER where it is then possible to continue the complete process life cycle with execution (do) over monitoring (check) to analysis (act) inside the SUPER environment (compare to chapter 3.2.3).
That means that SUPER provides additionally to the general advantages of
chapter 4.9.1 further benefits. These benefits affect in particular bottom up
features, as querying the process space or monitoring the process execution
by means of semantic information (see chapter 3.2.3).
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4.9.3

Benefits of Alternative Execution Environment
As explained in chapter 3.4, SUPER has despite those benefits several disadvantages that hinders companies from introduction.
The developed alternative environment (see chapter 4.7) on the other hand
provides a pragmatic possibility to introduce semantic technologies in the
present standard technology stack of an enterprise. This prevents various
assets of the enterprise to get lost. For example existing process implementations can be executed on the same environment as the semantic processes. This mixed execution allows enterprises a step by step migration towards SBPM.
Additionally, the investments for introduction are lower as employees do not
have to be trained about the enormous complexity of SUPER with all its
meta ontologies and its sophisticated functionality.
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Empirical Evaluation

In order to evaluate the developed method and to validate the highlighted
benefits, empirical techniques shall be considered.
Empiricism in general aims at applying theoretical concepts in practise and
to gain experience from their appliance. Empirical research can be applied
whenever it is necessary to prove theories or to chose among different techniques [WRH+00].
In order to underlay the accomplished research with empirical data, empirical
studies shall be considered. According to [WRH+00], there are three types of
empirical studies: experiments, case studies, and surveys.

5.1

Choosing an Appropriate Empirical Study
The general intend for conducting the empirical study is to evaluate the developed method. Therefore, it is necessary to cover all steps of the method,
especially the core features of service discovery and process transformation.
To provide a better understanding, it is desirable to compare the new
method with the state of the art approach.
According to [WRH+00] the proper ways to compare two methods are case
studies or experiments. For the present thesis, two possible scenarios for
empirical studies were identified:
1.

Experiment

The imagined experiment involves two groups of participants. The first group
uses the state of the art method and the second one uses the newly developed semantic method in ARIS SOA Architect. Both groups have to model
the EPC of the process and enrich the additional information to the EPC
functions. During the modelling phase also the two service discovery approaches are evaluated. After adding all services or semantic descriptions,
the transformations are triggered. Target is to receive an executable process.
Therefore, the first group has to refine the resulting BPEL process with the
missing information. The experiment could evaluate if one of the approaches
produces a better quality or is more effective.
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2. Case Study
The conceived case study compares two methodologies by means of two tutorials. In the first tutorial the subject is modelling an exemplary process according to the standard non-semantic method. In the second tutorial, the subject is modelling the introduced showcase process according to the semantic
method. In contrast to the experiment this case study does not tend to collect
quantitative data. This would not be a reasonable undertaking as the used
processes differ and the results would therefore be not comparable. Instead
the case study collects qualitative data by interviewing the modelling experts.
For the present work the case study was favoured for the following reasons:
In order to conduct the comparison as an experiment, very much effort has
to be undertaken for preparation and execution. To provide a valid experiment setup, two impartially comparable scenarios have to be developed. It
must be ensured, that neither the first nor the second group has benefits due
to scenario design. To provide a realistic scenario therefore a lot of different
Web Services have to be provided. Only a few of these Web Services are
actually used during modelling, the other “dummy” Web Services ensure that
the service discovery is not “too easy” and more realistic. In addition, also
semantic descriptions (WSMO Goals) have to be provided for these services
as well as some dummy semantic descriptions for the same reason.
As an experiment was initially planned also efforts in searching participants
were made. The available participants are from the peripherals of Fraunhofer
IESE24 and are usually students of Computer Science with a strong technical
background.
The background of the participants is directly affecting the external validity
[WRH+00] of the experiment. As the main parts of the methodologies are
usually covered by business analysts with a strong background in business
administration and management, the results would not be representative and
hence could not be generalized.
Furthermore, the participants of the experiments would have to be instructed
in both methods in prior. Especially refining the implementation with help of
an IDE like Oracle JDeveloper is a complex task which requires experience.
Although the available participants have a technical background, it is likely
that they would be over challenged by this task, particularly due to time restrictions. A possible solution could be to downsize the process in order to
reduce complexity, but this would lead to an unrealistic scenario and would
again narrow the external validity of the experiment [WRH+00]. It would also
not help to fulfil the research goal of evaluating the complete approach.
24 http://www.iese.fraunhofer.de/
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Besides these reasons against the experiment there are additionally reasons
supporting the choice of the case study:
The availability of the tutorial for the standard approach as well as access to
experts who are familiar with the approach requires only the creation of the
semantic tutorial and the experts only have to conduct this semantic tutorial.
This reduces the effort for the test persons.
The results expected from the case study are of qualitative nature and promise more insight in evaluation of the method as pure quantitative numbers
gained in the experiment. At the current point, explorative insight is needed
so that identified areas of interest can be later investigated using controlled
experiments. Using qualitative research to identify open research questions
later investigated by quantitative research is a common approach in software
engineering research [SSS01].
All these points suggest that the case study is the right choice for applying
empirical evaluation.
The design, implementation, conduction, and interpretation of the entire case
study were aligned to the definitive book “Case Study Research” of Robert
Yin [Yin02].

5.2

Case Study Design
The following chapter explains how the case study was designed and points
out which research objectives are aimed.

5.2.1

Study Context, Research Aim, and Research Questions
The research discipline semantic business process management (SBPM) investigates how to successfully leverage technologies taken from the semantic web and ontological engineering to enhance business process management. Business process management is concerned with all activities needed
to document, define, design, analyse, implement, and monitor business
processes. From a broad perspective, business process management combines top-down as well as bottom-up approaches. In a top-down approach
business processes are defined and modelled and an implementation is derived. In a bottom-up approach, existing business processes are extracted
and analysed to derive a more abstract view on what is going on in the analysed enterprise.
Doing business process management involves a transition between the
business and the IT domain. This is one of the biggest challenges in busi-
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ness process management, because people with a wide variety of skills are
involved. As a result, different modelling languages and formalisms are used
and a transition between them must be provided. Here, semantic technologies especially defining a mapping between different domain vocabularies
using ontologies might help.
The research aim of the case study can be specified as follows:
The case study examines if the highlighted benefits can be confirmed.
Hereby, the focus lies on the general benefits described in chapter
4.9.1.
The research questions are therefore aligned to the structure of the alleged
benefits of chapter 4.9.1:
•

Service Selection
a. Do business analysts manage to select the WSMO Goals according
to the method?
b. Are business analysts capable of understanding the content of the
WSMO Goals (in particular pre- and postconditions)?
c. Are business analysts able to refine given Goals?
d. Are business analysts capable of writing Goals completely on their
own?
e. Does the service selection of the semantic method provides a benefit
or are there disadvantages?

•

Full Process Modelling on Business Level
f. Do business analysts get along with completing the control flow (step
2b of semantic method)?
g. Are business analysts able to model the data flow as planned in the
semantic method (step 2c)?
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•

Process Transformation
h. Do business analysts think that the process transformation provides
benefits?

•

Service Binding
i. Do business analysts see an advantage of dynamic service binding?

5 Empirical Evaluation

Beside the strict evaluation of the mentioned benefits, also general insight in
the method and the application of semantics shall be gained. The research
aim is therefore extended.
The corresponding research questions are formulated as follows:
•

Method in General
j. Do business analysts understand the method in general?
k. Do business analysts come along with the provided documents and
their representation?
l.

Is the semantic approach ready for practical adoption?

m. Do business analysts see the advantages of the new method?
n. Are there disadvantages connected to the semantic approach?

5.2.2

Case Study Propositions
The propositions represent the expected results of the case study. According
to Yin [Yin02], it is important to specify these expectations before the actual
conduction and interpretation. This helps to avoid unconscious manipulation
as well as misinterpretation of the results and contributes to internal validity
of the case study [Yin02] (see chapter 5.5.1).
The propositions of the case study in general directly correspond to the
benefits stated in chapter 4.9.1. Nevertheless, not all of those benefits are
expected to be confirmed without restrictions.
The use of semantics promises simplifying the generation of executable
models, because there is a mapping between the business and IT world on
the meta modelling level through the use of ontologies. Also, using mediators
promises a simplified data handling through automatic transformation between different data formats. Semantics are expected to help simplifying data
handling by introducing an additional abstraction level. In addition, using semantics allows advanced mechanisms to discover services, helping business
analysts to select appropriate services. Therefore, it is expected that the use
of semantics will simplify the implementation of business processes.
Semantic Web Service discovery is based on the assumption that semantic
requests (that is WSMO Goals) are formulated and that services are described semantically. It is expected that creating such semantic descriptions
is easier or requires less resource than selecting services manually.
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Connected to the prior point is the promise of semantics to enable late binding of Web Services. Instead of hardwiring services during business process
design, appropriate Web Services are selected during execution based on
semantic descriptions (WSMO Goals). Even though this sounds like an interesting possibility, it is expected that this is no essential feature for business
analysts. Web services represent partners and in a business environment
partners are selected and contracted carefully, but they are not dynamically
allocated during runtime without further interaction.
Other authors like Hepp et al. [HR07a] already pointed out that one major
problem in any ontology based approach is the development, communication, and usage of ontologies. For example, creating an ontology accepted by
all involved stakeholders is a challenging or maybe even impossible task as
Hepp et al. have shown. Therefore, it is estimated that significant effort is
needed for creating and understanding the needed ontologies.
The introduction of semantics requires additional knowledge like modelling
ontologies and especially defining logical expressions. In addition, adding
semantics also means extending the existing enterprise computing infrastructure with semantic execution engines. Installing and maintaining this
additional infrastructure might require additional skills. Therefore, an increased learning curve is expected, which might hinder the adoption of semantics. On the other hand, using semantics might simplify the implementation so that business analysts do not need extensive IT knowledge anymore.
This might reduce the learning curve and balance out the increase.
The mentioned propositions show that it is critically considered if the use of
semantics will pay off. It is estimated that semantics will simplify or even
eliminate certain steps, but it is also expected that additional steps will be required. It is estimated that at the current point an investment into semantics
cannot be justified from an economic point of view. However, it is also expected that the case study will give concrete pointers what needs to be done
to fully leverage the benefits of semantics in Business Process Management.
5.2.3

Unit of Analysis
Yin [Yin02] requests a clear definition for the unit of analysis of the case
study. In the present case, the unit of analysis are two tutorials guiding a
user through the process of implementing a business process. One tutorial
covers the approach taken today without using semantics. This is called the
non-semantic tutorial or approach. The other tutorial covers the approach
applying semantics. This is called the semantic tutorial or approach.
Both tutorials are based on realistic processes taken from real-life projects.
The case of our case study comprises conducting at least the semantic tutorial if the test person is already familiar with the non-semantic approach, or to
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conduct first the non-semantic tutorial and afterwards the semantic tutorial if
the test person is not familiar with the current approach.
The test persons are interviewed after conducting the tutorial(s) by the researcher in a semi-structured interview. It is intended to replicate the case
with different test persons several times to get to know different view points
and to increase the validity of the research results.
As the thesis, the tutorials only focus on a top-down approach to business
process management, in particular business process implementation. This
further narrows the scope of investigation and defines more clearly the unit of
analysis.
5.2.4

Analysis of Results
The experience gained by the test persons will be gathered through semistructured interviews. Also the work artefacts produced by the test persons
will be reviewed and the tests persons will be observed while doing the tutorials if feasible.
It is not intended to record the interviews, but the interviews will be conducted by two interviewers, of which one can concentrate on taking notes.
Each interviewer will write a short summary of the main points discussed during the interview immediately after conducting the interview. This will ensure
to not loose important ideas, which came up during the interviews. This increases the validity of the interviews.
In addition, after conducting all interviews, the interviewers will reflect on the
propositions stated before in a written report reusing the single reports created before. The written material will be reused later on to create the final research report, which will be submitted as a research paper to an international
conference or journal.

5.2.5

Participants of Case Study
The following participants were identified and grouped according to their
knowledge of the non-semantic approach (in alphabetical order):
With little or without prior knowledge about non-semantic approach:
• 1 participant of FHTW Berlin25
• 1 participant of Fraunhofer IESE

25 http://www.fhtw-berlin.de/
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With prior knowledge about non-semantic approach:
• 2 participants of FHTW Berlin
• 1 participant of Fraunhofer IAO26 in Stuttgart
• 1 participant of IDS Scheer AG
• 1 participant of IOWI27 of FH Rosenheim

Most of the found participants have a background in Economic Science or
Business Informatics and can therefore be compared to a typical business
analyst. Furthermore, they are able to rate also the implementation specific
tasks, as some of them also have knowledge in Computer Science. None of
the identified participants is directly involved in the SUPER research project.

5.3

Case Study Implementation
The following chapter describes how the case study was actually implemented.

5.3.1

Overview
It is intended to cover the complete process of implementing a business
process. For example, the case study should include creating the business
process model, annotating it so that it can be automatically transformed into
an executable one, doing the transformation, refining the executable model,
deploying, and finally executing it.

5.3.2

Non-Semantic Tutorial
The non-semantic tutorial introduces the participants by means of a step by
step instruction how to accomplish the entire standard method (see chapter
2.3.3) by means of a real-life business process.
The non-semantic tutorial can be obtained from IDS Scheer AG
(mailto:sebastian.stein@ids-scheer.com).

26 http://www.iao.fraunhofer.de/
27 http://www.iowi.fh-rosenheim.de/
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5.3.3

Semantic Tutorial
The semantic tutorial introduces the participants into the semantic method
(see chapter 4.4). Here, the showcase process (refer to chapter 1.3.2) is
used by the participants to exemplarily conduct the method.
The semantic tutorial can be found in appendix I of the present work.

5.3.4

Interview Questionnaire
The questionnaire used for conducting the interviews can be found in appendix II. The questionnaire consists of 19 questions, which are formulated
open-ended. The open-ended questions are meant to stimulate a discussion
about advantages and disadvantages of the two investigated approaches.

5.4

Results
The following section summarizes the given answers of the participants in
the interview after conducting the tutorial(s). The order discussed here
slightly differs from the order of the questions in the questionnaire (see appendix II) and sometimes also questions were merged or omitted. The corresponding question number(s) of the questionnaire can be found in brackets.
1.

Participants were asked to recapitulate the method in their own words
(question 2 and 7).
All participants were asked to repeat the method in their own words.
Hereby, 6 of the 7 participants could give detailed and correct descriptions. One participant was not able to reproduce the method correctly.
Most have understood the general procedure.

2.

The participants were asked to explain the concept of Goals/semantic
descriptions (question 3 and 8).
4 of 6 asked participants were able to describe the main aspects of a
Goal correctly. 2 participants had different understandings of what a
Goal is.
3 of the participants were unclear, where those Goals come from and
who creates them.
The question was posed to only 6 of the 7 participants.

3.

Participants were asked to define the term “ontology” (question 4).
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The question, what an ontology is, was correctly described also by 6 of
the 7 participants, although 1 participants was insecure about whether
he understood it correctly. 1 participant had problems to classify the
term.
4.

Participants were asked if they used the provided ontology during application of the method (question 5).
The participants all agreed that the provided ontology was not helpful
during the accomplishment of the tutorial. Although all participants took
a look at the ontology during introduction to gain a better understanding of the domain, the ontology was not consulted anymore during the
actual tutorial. According to the participants the reason for this can be
found in the small size of the described domain.

5.

Participants were asked which one of the ontology representations
(see appendix I.1.3) was the most helpful (question 6).
The question which of the three provided interpretations (star, UML,
WSML) of the ontology was the most useful was answered as follows.
The star diagram was found useful for a first overview by 3 participants
and also 3 participants thought this interpretation was not useful at all
as it contains too few information.
The UML class diagram however was rated useful by 6 of the participants, as it provides a good compromise between clarity and information.
The worst impression left the WSML interpretation. All participants
found this representation as bad to read, very cryptic and with the need
to get used to first. 1 participant even refused to take a closer look at it.

6.

The participants were asked about the selection and annotation of the
WSMO Goals (questions 9 and 10).
All asked participants were pretty sure about the assignment of the
Goals to the functions. Nevertheless, all participants used only the
name of the Goal but not the semantic description of the pre- and postconditions. Doubtful Goals could however be assigned though process
of elimination.
Only 1 participant would have considered the conditions during selection, whereas 2 participants were not even conscious about the existence of pre- and postconditions in the Goals.
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7.

The participants were asked to describe the modelling of data flow
(question 11).
6 of the 7 participants correctly described the general idea of the procedure. The answers for the procedure exposed positive and negative
judgements. 4 of the participants denoted it as intuitive or comprehensible. Furthermore, 1 participant expressed that it is a great benefit that
the input and output instance are immediately assigned after the addition of a Goal. Nevertheless, the procedure was also criticised by 2
participants, because of the necessary scrolling activity in order to map
the instances. 4 participants also criticized that the procedure itself has
a very technical touch.

8.

The participants were asked about the benefits and shortcomings of
the new method compared to the standard approach (questions 12 and
14).
The participants were asked to specify the main difference to the old
method. All participants mentioned that in the new method the implementation work can be removed or at least narrowed. Furthermore, 2
participants mentioned the dynamic binding of service during runtime.
1 participant found it helpful that the new approach is completely accomplished in one diagram whereas the old approach required manual
work in many different diagrams. Moreover, 1 participant sees a clear
separation of business and IT view in the new approach.
The biggest disadvantage of the new approach was seen by 2 participants in the fact that it is necessary to cope with the cryptic WSML descriptions and that many unknown things happen in the background.
1 participant agreed that the new approach provides benefits, but that it
has to be checked exactly whether the new approach is worthwhile
overall due to the additional costs with regard to the creation of semantic information.

9.

The participants were asked about the relevance of dynamic service
binding (question 13).
The participants were asked about the sense of dynamic binding of
services. 2 participants did not see any advantages or relevance of dynamic binding at all. 1 participant saw an advantage in principle but not
directly in the context of an enterprise but in more dynamic environments (for example a pocket computer that uses dynamically a specific
service). The other 2 participants saw a benefit in dynamic binding,
which is expressed by a higher reliability (for instance if a service fails)
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and flexibility. 1 participant even thought that it is essential to have dynamic service binding, especially in large systems.
10.

The participants were asked if the new method can be accomplished
by a business analyst (question 14).
The question if the new method can be accomplished by a typical
business analyst was in principle acknowledged by 3 of the participants. 3 participants saw a hurdle in gaining knowledge in WSML and
especially in the creation of the Goals. 1 participant was confident to be
able to refine a given Goal but thought that it is impossible to create a
Goal completely by his own. 2 participants thought that the method is
on a too low level for a typical business analyst and should be carried
out by IT engineers.

11.

The participants were asked how much time they needed to conduct
the tutorial (question 16).
The tutorial was accomplished by the participants in a time span from
0,5h to 2h.

5.5

Interpretation
The following section interprets the summarized results of chapter 0 towards
the raised research questions of chapter 5.5.
Concerning the positioned benefits of chapter 4.9, the case study comes to
the following conclusion (the addressed research question of chapter 5.2.1
can be found in brackets):
• Service Selection
The benefits promised for service selection cannot be hold completely. The
case study showed that business analysts offhand are not able to cope with
the semantic descriptions to the full extent. Although it is in general possible
to select the appropriate Goal out of the repository, this task gets complicated if there are a lot of available Goals (a).
The business analysts used mostly the names of the Goals. The pre- and
postconditions were ignored as most analyst were not able to understand
these descriptions (b).
The case study further showed, that business analysts do not think that they
are able to specify a Goal by means of pre- and postconditions completely
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on their own (c), although some think they would be able to refine a given
Goal (d).
It further became clear, that business analysts will need heavy training in order to use the semantic descriptions, as the analysts found the WSML description very cryptic and hard to understand. It turned out that there must be
some graphical representation of the Goals, which would simplify their application.
Concerning the service selection it can be said, that business analysts cannot accomplish the method in practice on their own. In general, they will need
the help of ontology engineers (e).
• Full Process Modelling on Business Level
In the case study, step 2b of the semantic method (completing the control
flow) could be accomplished by business analysts. However it must be admitted that the branch conditions follow the same restrictions as the mentioned pre- and postconditions. Without help of ontology engineers or further
training, business analysts will not be able to specify these on their own (f).
Step 2c of the new method (modelling the data flow), was found intuitive and
comprehensible by most business analysts. Nevertheless, there were also
critical voices concerning this task. Some participants criticised that this approach has a very technical touch. They suggested that the data flow modelling has to be accomplished by IT experts in a later step (g).
• Process Transformation
Almost all participants agreed that the process transformation into an executable implementation is significantly simplified by the method and a lot of
work can be saved (h).
• Service Binding
Most participants see contrary to the expectations, an advantage of dynamic
service binding (i).
• Method in General
It can be summarized, that almost all participants understood the semantic
method. Nevertheless, a few participants had problems to understand the
term ontology and also the concepts behind the WSMO Goals. This is critical
as they provide the foundation of the developed method (j).
Business analysts were not satisfied with the provided WSML documents.
These are too cryptic and hard to read and understand for the analysts. The
case study made clear that business analysts prefer graphical illustration and
demand for such representations for ontologies and especially Goals (k).
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It can be summarized that additional training and an adequate graphical representation will be necessary for business analysts in order to apply the
method in practice (l).
Business analysts see advantages in the new approach especially in the
process transformation and the dynamic service binding (m). The mentioned
issues concerning service selection and the need to learn are the main disadvantages seen by the business analysts (n).
5.5.1

Validity and Reliability of the Case Study
General validity must be divided in internal and external validity. While internal validity is concerned about existence of side effects that distorts the result, external validity cares about the ability to generalize the gained results.
Reliability on the other side ensures that a case study will return the same
results if it is repeated under the same conditions. The goal of reliability is to
minimize biases and errors [Yin02].
5.5.1.1 Internal Validity
The participants of the case study were instructed in the two methods by
means of two tutorials. These tutorials are independent of each other and
are written as objective as possible and do not give any arguments for or
against any method. Before the case study, the participants received only
the most relevant information about the topic in order to avoid influences.
Further, the case study was designed and implemented using the checklists
of Host et al. [HR07b] and Kitchenham et al. [KPP95]. These checklists provide best practises for case study research and help to capitalize experience
gained from other researchers.
The expectations of the case study were explicitly formulated in prior of the
actual conduction (see chapter 5.2.2, propositions). According to Yin [Yin02]
this helps to prevent from side effects caused by subliminal misinterpretation
of the results.
All these facts help to eliminate side effects and to assure internal validity.
5.5.1.2 External Validity
The whole case study was aligned to the book of Yin [Yin02]. Therefore, it
can be assured that major methodical mistakes were avoided during the
conduction of the case study.
Furthermore, the used processes in the tutorials are industrial business
processes taken from real-life, which contributes to generalisability of the results.
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Also the participants of the case study were chosen carefully. Even though
some of the participants had a more technical background, the majority of
the participants meet the picture of a typical business analyst.
These circumstances allow generalising the results and hence benefit to a
good external validity.
Nevertheless, it must be admitted that external validity suffers from the fact,
that the methods were only covered by respectively one showcase process,
even so these were taken from real life. In fact, none of the two processes
covers all available EPC modelling constructs (there are for instance no
loops in the processes), which also narrows external validity.
5.5.1.3 Reliability
According to Yin [Yin02], a case study protocol is a good way to ensure reliability of a case study. The protocol for the present case study corresponds
to chapter 5.2 and 5.3. These chapters guide the investigator through the
conduction of the case study and ensure that repeating the study would produce the same results.
For this reason the reliability of the case study can be guaranteed.
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This chapter finally concludes the gained results and shows how the developed ideas could be enhanced in future work.

6.1

Conclusion
The field of semantic technologies became very popular in the last years not
only in the field of BPM and SOA. This is especially visible through the large
amount of research projects in this area. Hereby, it is remarkable that not
only universities and research institutes but also industry with big companies
like IBM or SAP are active in those projects.
Semantic technologies in the area of BPM have theoretically a great potential concerning the Business-IT Divide. They can help to solve the top-down
problem as well as the bottom-up problem and can contribute to efficiency
and to improve quality.
However, it has to be kept in mind that the introduction of semantic technologies also requires additional work and expenses. Furthermore, there are
established standard methods that do not make use of semantics and work
as well. The question is why should companies spend money in a technology if they come along the traditional way?
An interesting feature of semantic technologies is the ability to link systems
of enterprise even if they are using different ontologies (refer to Mediators of
chapter 3.2.2). This inter-organizational application could be a reason for
companies to introduce semantic technologies. The more companies semantic technologies adopt, the more interesting it will be for other companies
to follow. A kind of network effect could help to excess the “critical mass” and
to help semantic technologies to break through especially with the mentioned big companies above.
The developed method combined with the alternative execution environment
based on SISi provides a pragmatic approach for introducing semantic technologies into BPM of an enterprise. Although it is still far away to productive
usage it at least presents a starting point that can be enhanced, especially
regarding the open issues revealed by the case study.
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6.2

Outlook
The designed method provides a first toehold for applying semantic technologies in process landscape of an enterprise. The conducted case study
showed that there are some possibilities for improvement:
Concerning the Goal selection it showed that business analysts demand for
some graphical representation of the Goals and a kind of Goal browser.
One participant of the case study proposed the visualization of the Goals
with common concepts of EPCs (see figure 46). It is very likely that such a
visual representation would be better accepted and understood by business
analysts than the textual WSML representation.
Precondictions

Order List
Confirmation

Order List is
Created

Query Order
List
Customer is
Identified

Request Order
Confirmation

Order List

Confirm Order
List

Order List

Postcondition

Order List is
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Figure 46

Order List is
Partly Confirmed

Order List is not
Confirmed

Envisioned Representation of WSMO Goals

This envisioned service browser shall also simplify the Goal selection. The
idea is to provide a search engine that is aware of the concepts of the underlying ontology and allows a comfortable and guided search for appropriate
Goals. It would also be possible to embed the idea of Goal visualization in
this browser.
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The developed method was developed along the provided VoIP showcase
process. Although this process is taken from real-life it is not guarantied that
the method and especially the performed implementations can be applied for
the general case. The showcase process indeed covers many common EPC
modelling constructs but for instance it does not include loop constructs.
Also the restriction to binary decisions (see chapter 4.5.1.3) is not practical
for a general usage and would have to be extended.
Furthermore, the method so far abstracts from exception handling. However,
for a productive application of the method, exceptions have to be supported.

Solving these issues will help to raise usability of the developed semantic
method and contribute to practical applicability of semantic technologies in
Business Process Management.
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I. Case Study Semantic Tutorial

The following chapter contains the tutorial that was used by the participants
to get involved with the new method. After accomplishing the tutorial the participants were interviewed according to the questionnaire of appendix II.

I.1.

General Information
Before the actual case study can be conducted, the following section provides some preparing information and general information about the used
process and method.

I.1.1

Process Description
In the following section, the chosen process is explained in detail and its single steps are elaborated. Further, an overview of the different involved systems is shown.
The process used in this tutorial was contributed by Telekomunikacja
Polska (TP). The process describes how a TP customer orders and activates the Voice over IP (VoIP) service. This service enables telephony via
Internet protocol instead through conventional telephone protocols.
The process consists of the following steps:
1.

Customer makes a request for VoIP telephony service on the TP web
portal.

2.

The portal system checks if the customer exists in customer database.
If not he is informed about the situation and the order process is cancelled.

3.

The system checks if the customer fulfils all requirements of the desired service. This check includes technical requirements and formal
requirements. The customer must for instance have an appropriate
DSL connection (technical) and must not have open bills to pay (formal). If the customer does not fulfil all requirements, he is informed,
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which steps he has to do to get VoIP and the order process is cancelled.
4.

After successful verification, a new order is created and detailed information about the desired service, conditions, and pricing are shown to
the customer.

5.

The customer confirms the order or rejects it. In the latter case the order process ends.

6.

After confirming the order, the contract for the customer order is prepared and printed.

7.

At the same time, the system checks if the customer has already the
needed hardware (live box) to use VoIP. If not, the necessary hardware is prepared for shipping.

8.

If the contract and the optional hardware are ready, it is shipped by a
courier service to the customer. He signs the receipt of the hardware
and the contract. The contract is then shipped back to TP.

9.

When the signed contract arrives, it is archived and the order process
continues.

10.

After that, the billing system is informed and the VoIP service is activated. Now the order process is successfully completed.

There are five software systems involved in the order process.
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1.

The web portal, which serves as a front end to customer and initializes
the order process.

2.

The Customer Relationship Management System (CRM), which takes
care about customer specific data and issues.

3.

The Order Management System (OMS), which handles all customers’
orders.

4.

The Hardware Management System (HWM), which cares about all
hardware specific topics.

5.

The external Courier Service, which takes care of exchanging necessary hardware and documents.

Appendix

Figure A 1 illustrates the VoIP ordering scenario with the involved roles and
software systems.

Figure A 1

System Overview
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I.1.2
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Figure A 2
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Identify-Customer
Verify-Formal-Requirements
Verify-Technical-Requirements

Create-Order
Notify-Customer
Customer-Confirms-Order
Prepare-Contract
Check-Customer-Deal-for-LiveBox
Prepare-Hardware
Send-via-Courier-Service
Archive-Contract
Activate-Billing
Activate-VoIP-Platform

I.1.3

The system identifies the customer by means of
the last name.
The system checks if the customer has unpaid
bills, etc.
It is checked, whether the customer has the required technical requirements, e.g. an appropriate
Internet connection for the specified desire of the
customer.
The system creates a new order/customer case.
The customer is informed by the system.
The customer confirms the selected order.
The contract for the confirmed order is prepared.
It is checked if the customer has already an appropriate modem (Live Box), which is ready for VoIP.
The necessary hardware (Live Box) is prepared for
shipping.
The necessary items (contract, possibly hardware)
are being shipped.
The signed contract returns from customer and is
archived by the system.
The system sends the bill to the customer.
The desired VoIP service is activated for the customer.

Ontologies
The introduced semantic approach is founded on ontologies. An ontology
can be seen as a collection of concepts of a specific domain comparable to a
UML class diagram but on a pure functional level without any technical aspects. It provides a common vocabulary of the domain with clear semantics
and serves as a shared communication basis. The main domain described
for the case study process is the Polish Telecom (TP). The following listing
shows a small extract out of the entire TP ontology. It only contains concepts, which are somehow relevant to the tutorial. It is very helpful to know
the main concepts of this extract (especially TP_Customer, CustomerCase
and Contract).
The extract of the ontology extract is shown as diagram in Figure A 3 and
Listing A 1 shows it in textual form.
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Figure A 3

Relevant Extract of TP Ontology

wsmlVariant _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax/wsml-flight"
namespace { _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology#",
wsmostudio _"http://www.wsmostudio.org#",
dc _"http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1#",
wsml _"http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/wsml-syntax#"
}
ontology _"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#title hasValue "Polish Telcom Ontology"
dc#language hasValue "English"
dc#subject hasValue "Some telecom terms as used in Tp"
wsmostudio#version hasValue "0.6.0"
dc#description hasValue "Polish Telco Ontology"
wsml#version hasValue "0.1"
endNonFunctionalProperties
concept Customer
nonFunctionalProperties
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dc#description hasValue "An abstract notion for someone who
pays for goods or services."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasName impliesType Name
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "the name of the customer"
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasTelephoneNumber ofType _integer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "a telephone number which customer
pointed for contacts with him"
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasAccount ofType _integer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "arrangement of subscribed services, payments, profile, etc. to a
customer; it is also used for billing
purposes; each customer account must
have unique identification number"
endNonFunctionalProperties
concept TP_Customer subConceptOf Customer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "A customer who uses some TP services or intends to order additional
TP service (products offered by TP)."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasPIN impliesType _decimal
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "an id provided by TP for the
customer"
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasCustomerID impliesType CustomerID
concept Service
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "An abstract notion for value pro
visioning in some domain."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasName impliesType Name
hasID ofType _decimal
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "the name of the service."
endNonFunctionalProperties
isHardwarePrepared ofType _boolean
isActive ofType _boolean
concept ServiceOrderRequest
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "A customer wish for a telcom
service submitted to a contact centre."
endNonFunctionalProperties
isCancelled impliesType _boolean
hasStatus impliesType Status
concept CustomerCase subConceptOf ServiceOrderRequest
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description impliesType _string
hasCaseID impliesType CaseID
caseType impliesType _string
customer impliesType TP_Customer
requestedService impliesType Service
concept Contract
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "An abstract notion for an agreement
between two or more parties, especially one that is written and enforceable by law."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasID ofType _integer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "the ID of the contract."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasAgreement impliesType _string
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "a formal part of a contract con
taining rights and duties for telecom
company and a customer that are agreed
between them as parties of an agreement"
endNonFunctionalProperties
isSigned ofType _boolean
isApproved ofType _boolean
concept Verification
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "An abstract notion for the act of
verifying or the state of being verified."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasVerificationID impliesType _decimal
concept TechnicalVerification subConceptOf Verification
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "Checking if there are technical
possibilities to install a service in
location pointed by a customer."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasTechnicalVerificationResult impliesType _boolean
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "whether or not the result of technical verification is positive (i.e.
if there are technical possibilities
to install a service)"
endNonFunctionalProperties
causedBy impliesType TechnicalProblem
concept FormalVerification subConceptOf Verification
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "Checking if there are formal possibilities to install a service for a
certain customer."
endNonFunctionalProperties
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hasFormalVerificationResult impliesType _boolean
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "whether or not the result of formal verification is positive (i.e. if
there are formal possibilities to install a service i.e. a customer has no
debts)."
endNonFunctionalProperties
concept Problem
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "An abstract notion for a question
to be considered, solved, or answered."
endNonFunctionalProperties
hasID impliesType _integer
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "an id associated with this problem."
endNonFunctionalProperties
customerInformed impliesType _boolean
customerToBeInformed impliesType Customer
concept TechnicalProblem subConceptOf Problem
nonFunctionalProperties
dc#description hasValue "A lack of technical possibilities
for installing a service requested by
a client"
endNonFunctionalProperties
Listing A 1

Relevant Extract of TP Ontology

As these illustrations lack of clarity (Listing A 1) and details (Figure A 3) additionally a UML class diagram is provided in Figure A 4.
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I.1.4

hasID
hasAgreement
isSigned
isApproved

Verification

causedBy

hasVerificationID

FormalVerification

TechnicalVerification

hasFormalVerificationResult

hasTechnicalVerificationResult

Extract of TP Ontology - UML Class Diagram

Semantic Goals
According to the non-semantic approach, the functions of the EPC process
are represented by Web Services, which have to be assigned by the modeller. This core idea sill holds for the semantic approach, but instead of directly
assigning concrete Web Services so called Goals have to be assigned to
each function.
A Goal is a semantic description of a specific capability that a Web Service
has to have in order to fulfil the needs of the function. These descriptions
make use of the concepts defined in the TP ontology shown above.
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I.2.

Preparation
Requirements: This tutorial is based on ARIS SOA Architect 7.02
1. Unzip the file into the root of drive “C:\”. The folder “C:\IDS_CaseStudy\”
should have the following content:

I.3.

2.

Please note that is important to store the folder exactly at the mentioned position!

3.

Make sure that you have closed ARIS SOA Architect.

4.

Execute batch file “register_script_files.bat” to register the necessary
macros and reports in ARIS SOA Architect

5.

Start ARIS SOA Architect as usual.

6.

Import the case study database. Therefore, switch to explorer view and
right click on your installed server. Choose “Restore” and select database “CaseStudy.adb”.

7.

Make sure that you log in database in language „English (US)“ with filter „Entire Method“.

Execution
The following sections contain a step by step description of the actual tutorial.

I.3.1

Adding Semantic Annotations
The key idea of the semantic approach is to describe the requirements of the
EPC functions with semantic descriptions as characterized in the Section
above.
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Therefore, it is necessary to enrich each function of the EPC with a semantic
Goal. For this purpose right click on the function and select “Evaluate” =>
„Start Macro… (see Figure A 5). Select macro “Add Goal” in the next window
(see Figure A 6), click “Next” and finally “Finish”. In the now appearing dialog
(refer to Figure A 7) you are asked to select an appropriate WSMO Goal description file. After selecting a Goal additional artefacts are generated out of
the Goal description and added to the EPC model. In general, there will appear input (light gray) and output instances (dark grey) and an object representing the capability (see Figure A 8). You can see the name of the instance
and the type of the instance separated by “::”.

Figure A 5
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Figure A 6

Select Macro "Add Goal"

Figure A 7

Goal Selection Dialog

Selecting the right Goal for a given function is a non-trivial task. On the one
hand, you must be able to link the informal description of the process function with the vocabulary of the domain ontology. On the other hand, you must
compare the context of the function with the content of a specific Goal.
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For the present showcase process, this procedure is explained by means of
the first function “Identify-Customer”. The informal description of the EPC
function was given in the introducing chapter: “The portal system checks if
the customer exists in customer database”. Now you need to compare this
requirement with the available Goal descriptions. The file “E.wsml” looks as
follows:
goal CustomerIdentification
nonFunctionalProperties
wsmostudio#version hasValue "0.7.0"
_"http://owner" hasValue
_"http://TP_Showcase/CustomerIdentification"
endNonFunctionalProperties
importsOntology
_"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
capability CustomerIdentificationCapability
sharedVariables ?customer
precondition pr
definedBy
?customer[hasName hasValue ?name] memberOf tp#TP_Customer
and ?name memberOf tp#Name.
postcondition po
definedBy
?customer[hasCustomerID hasValue ?customerID] memberOf
tp#TP_Customer
and ?customerID memberOf CustomerID.
interface CustomerIdentificationInterface
choreography CustomerIdentificationChoreography
stateSignature CustomerIdentificationStateSignature
importsOntology
_"http://org.ipsuper.composition.tp/tpOntology"
in concept ns#CustomerIdentificationRequest
out concept ns#CustomerIdentificationResponse
Listing A 2

…

Content of File E.wsml

For selecting the Goal especially the pre- and postcondition information are
important. In the current case the precondition only says, that in the instance
customer the field “hasName” must be specified. The postcondition ensures
however that the customer was identified correctly, as his corresponding ID
is now filled, which is exactly what we need here.
So the corresponding Goal for this function is called “CustomerIdentification”
and is located in file “E.wsml”.
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Note that the Goal descriptions make use of the introduced domain ontology
of TP. If the meaning of a concept or an attribute is unclear, please take a
look at the provided ontology extract.

After adding Goal “CustomerIdentification” to function “Identify-Customer” the
situation looks like in Figure A 8. As you can see, the function was enriched
with one input instance “customerName” of type “string” and one output instance “customer” of type “TP_Customer” as well as with a symbol “CustomerIdentification” that represents the Goal itself.

Figure A 8

After Adding Goal to Identify-Customer

As next tasks, the other functions of the EPC must be enriched, which works
exactly as described above.

I.3.2

Modelling the Data Flow
If all functions are enriched with semantic annotations, you have to model
the data flow in the model. There are various steps to do here:
1.

You have to map the output instances of functions to the corresponding input instances of other functions. Therefore, you have to
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select exactly one input (light gray) and one output instance (dark gray;
hold “Control” to select second instance) and then start macro “Map Instances” (see Figure A 9 and Figure A 10). As result a new model is
created and assigned with the selected input instance, recognizable by
the small icon in the lower right of the instance (refer to Figure A 11).
By double clicking the symbol, you can take a look at the linked model
(see Figure A 12), which details the created instance mapping.

Figure A 9

Map Instances Context Menu

Figure A 10

Macro Wizard "Map Instances"
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The explained procedure is now exemplified by means of the showcase
process:
When looking at the function “Verify-Formal-Requirements”, you can see that
this needs “customer” of type “TP_Customer” as input instance. Such an object is delivered by the preceding function “Identify-Customer”. Therefore, select the output instance “customer” of “Identify-Customer” and the input instance “customer” of function “Verify-Formal-Requirements” and run macro
“Map Instances”.
Note that in a real process the mapping will be revealed from the context. Although it is not explicitly required, you should only assign instances of the
same type.

Figure A 11

Verify-Formal-Requirements after Instance Mapping

Figure A 12

Assigned Model of Input Instance
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Figure A 13

2.

Then, you have to assign the input instance of the whole process.
Therefore, select an input instance and start the macro “Set As Process Input Instance”.

3.

In the current process, you need to assign instance “customerName” of
function “Identify-Customer” as process input instance.

Set as Process Input Instance

4.
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As last step here, you have to assign the process output instance.
Analogously to the previous step, you have to select an output instance
and select “Set As Process Output Instance”.
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5.

Figure A 14

In the current process, you need to assign the output instance “customerCase” of function “Activate-VoIP-Platform” as process output instance.

Set as Process Output Instance
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6.

I.3.3

If you have assigned two instances by mistake, you can select the
input instance and run macro “Remove Instance Mapping”. The same
holds for incorrectly assigned process input or output instance. There
you also have to the select the corresponding instance and run the
mentioned macro.

Completing the Control Flow
As the switch conditions for splitting paths of the EPC are still missing, the
control flow is not complete yet. You now add further information onto splitting XOR operators to complete the control flow. To do this right click on
the respective XOR and run macro “Add Decision”.
After running the macro, you will see a situation like in Figure A 15. The
macro generates a new function (“Decision.Of.XYZ”) with one input instance
(“Decision.Of.XYZ.InputVar”) and an information object, which represents the
condition of the XOR. You now need to assign the input instance of the decision and the condition expression. Assigning the instance works analogously
to chapter I.3.2.
The condition expression is set by simply replace “INSERT CONDIDTION
HERE” with the respective condition expression. At runtime, it will be
checked if the condition holds for the specified instance. If it holds, the path
including the “TRUE” event will be executed, otherwise the path with the
“FALSE” event. As the macro assigned randomly these two events, it may be
necessary to exchange them. In order to do so simply rename the events
from “TRUE” to “FALSE” and vice versa in the other event.
In the present showcase process, there are two XOR operations, on which
we have to assign decisions. The first one is located after functions “VerifyFormal-Requirements” and “Verify-Technical-Requirements” and has the
name “XOR_Verification”. After running “Add Decision” you need to do here:
• Map the output instances “formalVerification” and “technicalVerification”
of functions “Verify-Formal-Requirements” and “Verify-TechnicalRequirements” onto input instance “Decision.Of.VERIFICATION.InputVar”
of the decision. As you have here two input instances that have to be
mapped on one input instance, you must run macro “Map Instances”
twice,
one
time
on
“formalVerification”
and
“Decision.Of.VERIFICATION.InputVar” and one time on “technicalVerification”
and “Decision.Of.VERIFICATION.InputVar”.
• Add the condition expression. As the mechanism for evaluating this expression is a dummy implementation, it is given here and can be simply
copied and pasted into the information object:
• “hasFormalVerificationResult hasValue 1 AND hasTechnicalVerificationResult
hasValue 1”.
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• The inserted expression is shown in Figure A 16.
• Verify that the events (TRUE and FALSE) are placed on the right paths of
the XOR. In Figure A 15 this is not the case. Hence, it is necessary to
swap the events by renaming them. The result is shown in Figure A 16.

Figure A 15

After "Add Decision" 1/2
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Figure A 16

After "Add Decision" 2/2

The second XOR with name “XOR_Hardware_Available” is located after
function “Check-Customer-Deal-for-Live-Box”:
• Map output instance “result” of function “Check-Customer-Deal-for-LiveBox”
onto
input
instance
“Decision.Of.
XOR_Hardware_Available.InputVar” of the decision.
• Add the condition expression. It is also completely given for copy & paste:
• “hasTechnicalVerificationResult hasValue true”
• Check whether the events are located in the right paths.
I.3.4

Running the Transformation
After you assigned all Goals and decisions and you mapped all instances,
you can start the transformation of the EPC into the executable BPEL
code. For this purpose you have to make sure that no object is selected in
EPC model. Then, click right and run macro “Transform Into SISi BPEL”. As
result, you will receive a corresponding BPEL model.
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I.3.5

Export the BPEL Code
Export the generated BPEL model. To do so, go to the new model and select in context menu “SOA” => “Export BPEL process”. Now specify a path
where to export the zipped code files of the process. This zip file includes the
actual BPEL code (“showcase.bpel”) and the interface description to invoke
the process (“showcase.wsdl”). Furthermore, the zip file contains all partnerlinktypes of the invoked services.
End of Tutorial
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I.4.

Outlook
After accomplishing the actual tutorial, this section shall provide an outlook
how the modelled process is being deployed and executed.
The exported BPEL code can be automatically deployed on an orchestration
engine like ORACLE BPEL process manager, which is covered by a macro
called “Deploy generated SISi BPEL”.

The overall runtime scenario can be sketched as follows:

Figure A 17

Overall Runtime Scenario

1.
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After the process was deployed on the orchestration engine as described above, the execution of the process is triggered and a new
process instance is started.
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2.

When the instantiated process reaches an invoke activity (corresponds
to a function of the EPC process), a proxy Web Service (Semantic Invocation Service, SISi) is called.

3.

SISi receives the semantic discovery request and additionally the semantic instance data (input for the Web Service) passes the semantic
Goal description to the semantic execution engine (SEE).

4.

On basis of the semantic Goal, the semantic execution engine discovers an appropriate Web Service and invokes it with the semantic instance data. The semantic data therefore has to be transferred into
syntactical data, which is process-able by the Web Service.

5.

After the invocation of the concrete Web Service, the result is passed
back to the SEE.

6.

The SEE transfers the syntactic output data into its ontological representation and passes it back to SISi.

7.

SISi receives the ontological output data of the Web Service and delegates it back to the BPEL process.
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II. Case Study Interview Questionnaire

This section contains the questionnaire, with which the interviews were conducted.

II.1. Introduction
• Introduce yourself if this is unknown
• Thank for participation and invested time
• Summarize the goal of the case study: compare the standard method with
the semantic method
• Mention context: study is part of the big European research project
SUPER, which works on the vision of Semantic BPM
• This study is only a small part of the project and is concerned about the
evaluation of the first approaches

II.2. Notification of Confidentiality
•
•
•
•

Content of interview will be handled confident
Notes oft he interviews are not stored personalized
There is no voice recording
There will be no evaluation concerning age, gender, or educational background
• Only two scientists have access to the interview notes
• Goal oft he interview:
o Evaluation of the new approach by the interviewee
o The interview shall not be considered as a test
o A open discussion is as far as possible desired
o Open critique is desired
• Benefit for the interviewee:
o If interested, the interviewee can have the published scientific paper
and the book chapter, which describes the background of the case
study more closely. These documents were consciously deprived of
the participants in order to not influence them by the included argumentation and to raise internal validity!
o The case study is going to be replicated about 10 times and the results will be evaluated in a scientific paper
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II.3. Questions
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1.

Then, we can start. Do you have questions concerning the interview or
the background?

2.

For the beginning, I would like you to describe the procedure of the tutorial from your point of view.

3.

How would you define “semantic description” or “Goal”?

4.

In your own words, what is an ontology?

5.

The tutorial introduced the domain ontology. Did you fall back on this
ontology during accomplishment of the study?

6.

Which one of the three ontology representation in the tutorial (star,
WSML, UML) did you use?

7.

How works the assignment of services to the functions in tutorial?

8.

How are the semantic descriptions/Goals represented? What contains
this description?

9.

How sure were you whether you selected the right Goal?

10.

How helpful were the pre- and postconditions of the Goals during the
selection?

11.

One step of the tutorial was about the data flow. What was the sense
of this step?

12.

Did you lost track during the procedure?

13.

When looking at the overall procedure, what is the main difference to
the standard method in ARIS SOA Architect?

14.

Does dynamic binding makes any sense for you? Is there a business
motivation for this feature?

15.

Does the new method provide a simplification compared to the standard approach?

16.

Do you think that the new semantic method can be accomplished by a
typical EPC modeller/business analyst? Why?

17.

How long did you need to accomplish the tutorial?

Appendix

18.

Was the description of the tutorial sufficient?

19.

Can you send us the used database? We would like to see, whether
there were divergences from the intended procedure.

Thank you for your participation!
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